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Editorial 

The cover photograph, by University of Waterloo student Norma11 Kaethler, 
of an iguana perched oil a rock on the Galapagos Islands, reminds me of the 
irltranasigence that has often cl~aracberized the science and religion debate. The 
prickly, almost-prehistoric reptile clings steadfast to his!her rock, moving orlly 
rarely and allnost imperceptibly, not quite willing to fully turn its head to the 
playful, beckoning ocean that is so full of the unknown. The iguana does not 
necessarily represent one figure in the debate either: it could be at times 
theologian, scientist, layperson, or atheist. This special issue of The Corzrud 
GrebelReview includes elements ofthis age-old conversation bemeen diRerent 
realms of tilought, as well as essays that in other ways address the intersection 
of religion and science. 

AII image from the Galapagos Islands is relevant for a~~u~amber of reasons. 
It was on these islands, abundant with rare and wol~derful species ofpiants 
and animals, that Darwin carried out research towards his famous theory of 
natural selectiol~ that led towards debates still contelltious today between 
evolutionists and creationists. Carl S. Keener, a Mennlonite and a scientist, 
reflects on his own i11tellectuaI and theological journey Illrough these questions, 
and others related to the nature of the universe. 

As well, a recent oil spill near these ecologically fragile islands was Just 
another demonstration o f  ~un~a~~i. ty 's  increasingly problematic relationship with 
the environment. Tile incidel-rt, along with many other current issues especially 
those related to genetics and biotechnolo~, once again begs the impo~$ance of 
raisi~lg eti~ical considerations as we speed down the hig11bvay of technological 
and scientific progress. Respondi~lg to the work of George Eliis and Nancey 
Murphy, mathematician/astronomer and philosopher!tl~eofogian respectively, 
Hgola~ld Spjuth exa~nines the con~lect io~~ between ethics and science from the 
perspective of Radical Reformation thougll2. Nancey Mul-phy offers a response 
to Spjutla. 

The socia'l sciences are represented in a discussion by Me~lno~lite pastor 
Lawrence Burkl~older and response by psychologist Dana Keener on the 
theological foundatioils for deliverance healing. Witlziil his own ministry, 
Burkholder has developed an Anabaptist-Memonite perspective on exorcising 
demons from individuals with mental disorders. Keenen; who works within a 
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profession that one might expect to be somewhat suspicious of BurM~older's 
approach, has also found deliverance healing usefill in his own cii~~ical practice. 
This rather unco~lventiollal topic undoubtedly will raise provocative questions 
for readers. 

This issue opens with an over-archillg discussion by p11ysicist Robert 
Mann, who teaches courses in science and religion at the University of 
Waterloo. Mann points out the 'traditional' focus of the dialogue on cosmology, 
evolution, and miracles, and then outlines the central faith questions raised by 
the 'subtle9 anad 'fro~atier' scientific disciplines. He suggests that if the gospel 
is to be relevant to an age of constant and far-reaching scientific discovery, 
then theology as a discipline must become more 'corrigible' and open to revision 
of some of its beliefs. And finally, some reflective prose by Edna Froese 
draws on metaphors and imagery from the field of physics to explore the 
Christian call to 'be the light ofthe world9. Her musin~gs on the bending of light 
are a fitting substitution for the literary refractiolls section normally found in 
the C M .  

To conclude, I'd like to \velcome Arthur Boers as the new book review 
editor for The ConradGrebelReview. Artlmur is a _Mennonite pastor, Benedictine 
oblate, holds a Doctor of Ministry in spirituality and worslaip and is a bibliophile 
and author himself. Arthur's 1999 book, Never Call then? Jerks: Healthy 
Responses to D$J;cult Behaviour, was named one of 1999's top tell books on 
ministry by the Acaderny of Parish Clergy. We look forward to seeing Al-thur's 
mark on the book review section. 

Marlene Epp, Editor 

Cover Photo: Taken at Galapagos Isla~ads by Norm Maethier. 



Christian Faith in a Scientific Age 

Robert B. M a ~ n  

The relationship between scientific it~quiry and religious faith has been a subject 
of curiosity ever since the inception of science.' Indeed, one might date it as 
far back as ancient Greece, depending on one's definitions. Hoivever, in the 
last ten years it has attracted the broad interest of amateurs and specialists 
with an intel-nsity hitherto unseen. Books are being written, conferences are 
taking place, public lectures are being given, debates held, research articles 
published, new orga~~izations established and old ones experiencing new vitaIiQ> 
and the media have taken notice. Believers of all faiths a~;d scientists from all 
disciplines are beginlling to take part in the discussion. 

What are the seasons for this veritable explosion of interest in religion 
and science? Certai~lly one sig~~ificant factor has been the influence of the 
John Templeton Foundation, wl~ieh has become quite well known for 
encouragi~~g interdisciplinay work in science and theology tllrougla its prestigious 
Templeton prize and its Science and Religion Course Progra~n.~ Howevel; 
other initiatives appear to be at work as well. The growtln of the Internet in the 
past decade has given rise to a i~u~nber  of sciencelreligion discussio~~ groups, 
the best-hown ofwhich is the META Bistserver coordinated by Williarn Grassk3 
Post-secondary teachers have likewise been able to electrol~ically nemork 
with one another to exchange ideas. Christian organizations of scientists 
interested in the relationslaip between their research, their profession, and their 
faith are 11ow very active in Canada, the US, England, and e l~ewhere .~  The 
creation-evolution debate in the US is ongoing, and its impact has been felt 
both im; teaching guidelines in certain states and in the recent founding of the 
Discovely Im~titute,~ a consortium of academics with a common interest in the 
possibility ofeinpirically detecting intelligent design in living (and no!;-livil-rg?) 
 thing^.^,^ 

Robert niran~ is professoi* of PI?):sics ulid Applied Mathen?atics at the Ulziversity 
of Waterloo, aand director of the Guelph- Waterloo Pizysics Institute. 
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The relative sigr~ificance of each of these factors could form the basis 
of doctoral work for a good nulnber of sociology students, and it is not my 
purpose to consider this issue here. Howeven; two "sackground effects appear 
to be at work that at t11e least cannot be neglected and that I think would 
sooner or later have ge~ierated the sol? of interest in the relationship betweell 
science and religion that we have now. 

The first of these effects Iias been the persistellce of religious faith 
worldwide. Although church attendance has been in decline in most 
industrialized nations (the United States being a notable exception), belief in  
God appears to remain important to most of the general p o p ~ l a t i o n . ~  
Furthennore, the education level of the overall population is higher than ever 
before in Z~istory, and more and more believers within various religious traditio~ls 
are able to better articulate their faith and to appreciate the subtleties of difficult 
theological issues. Concurrently the roots of various faiths are under 
unprecede~ited levels of academic scrutiny, driven in pal? by advances in 
archaeoloa and Biblical criticism. The research on the l~istorical Jesus provides 
an example of this,9 a study that has gained inedia ~~otoriety because of the 
Jesus Seminar.I0Added to this mix is a growing level of religious pluralism in 
western nations; a near-instantaneous ability of news media to cominunicate 
internationally; and a growth of non-governmental peace, justice, and 
e~ivironrnental groups whose concerns often dovetail with those of religious 
faith, especially Christia~~iQ. 

The second effect has been the stunning advancement of science and 
technology in the twentieth cenhry, pal-titularly in the last decade. More than 
ever the results of science - whether from a~ithropoloa, physics, biocliemistry, 
psychology, or any other subdisciplil~e - are raising questiol~s about our most 
cherislied beliefs at a dizzying rate. The pace of scientific progress is so rapid 
that even experts have difficulty keeping up with the latest developments. 
Col~siderjust some of the new discoveries made in the past five years." More 
than twen@ new planets have been discovered outside of the solar system. 
Cloning moved from the realm of science fiction to science fact. Fermat9s last 
theorem was finally proved, ending 200 years of mathematical speculation. 
Evidence has been collected that ove~wheIlningIy indicates dinosaurs became 
extinct because of a comet that smashed into the "ducatan peninsula 65 millio~l 
years ago. We have begun to unravel the rneclialaisms of how we age, offering 
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the prospect of radically extending hermala lifespaa~s. Fibre optic cables now 
link our cities together in an infomation higl~way that tvill soon allow us to 
transmit the contents of an entire library in a matter of seconds. Genetically 
modified foods are IIOW availaue in our supermarkets. The top quark - the 
last padicle in the standard model of subatomic particles - was discovered. 
Animal intelligence has been sllown to be far greater and subtler than was 
previously thought. Supergigantic black holes - 1,000,000 times heavier than 
our sun - have been found at the centers of most galaxies, and it is likely that 
our own galaxy has one at its core. The Human Genome project announced a 
preliminary blueprint of human DNA. Cosmology has provided us with a rnap 
of the detailed structure of the temperature of the night sky (the microwave 
background radiation, a remnaa~t of the Big Bang) to srach a high degree of 
precisio~l that we can gain empirical informatior1 about the first instants of 
creation. 

Such a rapid rate of discovery has a rather dazzling effect, both within 
and beyon~d the scientific community. We marvel not only at the technical 
expertise required to aclmieve these results but also at the very deep questions 
raised by the majesty and subtlety of nature. Such questions touch 586. the heart 
of religious faith. In a persistently religiously curious world it would seem 
ilrevitable that discussions of science and religion will arise. 

My purpose here is to consider the broad impact of these discussions 
for Christian faith and theology. S~rclu discussions typically are cast in either 
confrontatioa~al or co~~ciliatory tones.I2 In the former case, the general 
presupposition is that the scientific and religious outlooks are two solitudes 
that inevitably conflict, or at best are independent of one another. In the latter 
case, the general approach is to articulate a tl~eology that is integrated with a 
scientist worldview, or at least to open up a dialogue which anempts to find 
some common ground. I shall adopt an intermediate perspective between 
these two viewpoints, in which I shall raise some of the questions and 
implications for Christian fheoloa that arise from modern scientific study. My 
purpose is to emphasize that the breadth and depth of scientific research is 
raising theological and practical concerns of relevance to the Christian 
community. I shall not attempt to provide specific responses to these concerns, 
although I will conclude with a brief proposal for a framework as to how they 
 night be addressed. Ht is my hope that the Christian community will give these 
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issues the aaentiolz they merit, so that our faith can have integitgr itt a sciel~tific 
age. 

The differences bebeen faith and science appear to be obvious. Most people 
regard science as being concerlted with what is, whereas faith is interested in 
how things ought to be. Faith deals with c6why" questions, whereas science 
deals with ""how" questions. And Ivhereas the experiences of faith are Qpically 
regarded as personal and private, science makes use of experimentation that 
yields a body ofpublic data and knowledge. 

The process of experime~~tation Is at the heart of scientific inquiry and 
forms the framework by which its questions are addressed. Science begins 
with observations about something one might be il-iterested in - the weather, 
the behavior of rabbits, the darkness of the sky at night. Next we make a 
guess - propose an explanation - about what might cause these observations. 
Then we carry out more observations and experimeilts that will test the proposed 
explanation or hypothesis. This process of improving hypotheses with 
experiine~rts and then using the refined hypotheses to develop new experimellls 
is repeated until we achieve genuine - albeit partial - understanding. The 
simpler and more elegant hypotheses are regarded as the most afiractive, 
partly for aesthetic reasons but primarily because experience has repeatedIy 
shown that they provide the best (i.e., inaximally predictive) explanations of 
the pfienomena. The scielltific process is one that involves hard work, long 
hours, false starts, tedious computation, creative thinking, and psychological 
effort. However, most, if not all, scientists find it to be a very rewarding 
process - one that not oniy leads to the amazing results me~~tioned previously 
but also has enormous social, economic, and philosophical impact. 

The process of science actually has a close relationship with the Judeo- 
Christian faith. Throughout the Bible we have testimony that the natural world 
is solnethiiig that can be untderstood because it reflects the glory of a God wllo 
can be known. As we read in Psalm 19: 

The 2 w ~ ~ x 1 s  declare the glory of God, and the skies proclaim the 
work of His hands. Day after Day they pour forth speech; night 
after night they display knowledge.I3 
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For another exaanple, in Proverbs 8 Wisdom (personified) was present 
before the creation and was intimately involved with its creation.'TThe universe 
is regarded neither as a place Iarhabited by capricious spirits, whose whims 
cannot be reliably knowla, nor as a glace that God has abandoned. Rathen; it is 
a creation reflective of its Creator's wisdom, yet distilact from its Creator. This 
same assumption - that the foundatiolls of the earth, the laws of  nature, 
reflect wisdom or reason - hmss the underpimring of all scientific investigation. 
Simply put, if scientists didn't believe the universe could be understood with 
reason, they would~l't bother to try. 

John Polkinghorl~e has likened the relatiollship between Christian 
theology and scientific Illquiry to that between two cousins - beneath the 
differences there is a clear resemblance.I5 The comlnolr faith in the u~~derlying 
wisdom of the universe is one example. Other exaanples include the cornmoll 
rationality, the comlnon sense of awe at the majesty and intricacy of the 
~aatural world, the novelty present in scientific discovery and in coming to 
faith, and the incompleteness of understanding inherelit in each discipline. 

However, there is also an inherent tension between the hvo approaches, 
one that is often underappreciated by adherents on either side. Science regards 
the universe and its componellt parts as its owla to be investigated. The relevant 
questions are objective in tone and character, with anything regarded as fair 
game for putting under the microscope s f  rational scrutiny. But faith - and 
especially Christian faith - views the world as an arena in which one seeks a 
relationship with God - tlae Great Other.IG In this case the relevant quesrio~~s 
are primarily concer~~ed with persolla1 iravolve~nent, vvl~etl~er to God, to family, 
to friends, to society3 or to the natural environment. 

The self-limiting objectivity wl~ich underlies the scientific  neth hod is 
chiefly responsible for its success. However, it also is at the heart of the 
tensions which are present in the science-faith dialogue because it raises the 
issue of what it means to expiailr something. From a faith perspective relational 
explallations (which illcl~ide but are not restricted to the supernatural) are 
cornmo~~ly viewed as sufficient. Explanatioir of a given phenomenon is in 
terms of either human or divine motivation: ""God declared . . . ,""has called 
. . .," "It's enough to know God did it . . .," etc. Tlre very nature of Christian 
faith elzcourages this relatiolaai perspective and its impofftance is ce~itral to 
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Christia~i theology. However, it is antithetical to a scientific approach, which 
seeks objective and impersonal explia~~atioas for (in principle all) plaenomena. 
Explanation of a phenomenon througi an assertion that "God did it" (effectively 
a supemahpal explanation) is regarded as no explanation at all. To be satisfied 
with this kind ofexplanation is to effectively halt any scientific investigation 
into the subject. Conversely, to provide a scientific explanation for something 
suggests to many that no further ~notivational explanatioll is required - if 
eai-thq~~akes are explained by the shifting of tectonic plates, then what is meant 
by tlie asse1-l-ion that Cod was somehow i~~volved (or not) in the earthquake? 

This is perhaps the chief question scientific research poses for theology. 
The more seamless the scientific description, the less relevant a theological 
explanatio~l appears to be. This problem goes much deeper than the old "God 
in the gaps" conundru~n, for it raises concerns that lie at the core of our 
u~lderstanding not only of God but of human freedom as well. Indeed, some 
scientists assert that theology has no epistemic content whatever but is at most 
a form of persolla1 expression.17 This perspective is not an acceptable one for 
Christianity, which claims an evidentiary basis for God's action in this world. 

The challenge for modern Christian theology is to articulate the relevance 
of faith explanations in a culture where scientific expla~iations are so highly 
valued and effective. In sending out his disciples, Jesus advised them to be as 
wise as serpents and intlocent as doves.18 In proclaiming the Christian gospel 
in a scientific age, we likewise will find ourselves steering a careful path between 
skepticism and credulitgi.I9 

The traditional issues 

The science-religiori dialogue has traditio~lally been concerned with cosmology, 
evolution, and rniracIes.' This Is no accide~d, since these subjects are rooted in 
some of our deepest questions of faith. Although the i~itellectual territory they 
present has been well travelled, each subject continues to raise p r o k ~ i ~ ~ d  
questions for Ghristial~s in a scientific culture. 

Cosmology is the subject devoted to addressing the question, Where 
did everytliilig come from? Although born in antiquity, it remains one of the 
most excitillg fields of science today.1° Tlie twentieth century revealed more 
about the structure and origins of the universe than huinanki~id had learned in 
all tlie preceding ce~ituries combined. We have learned that our universe has a 
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definite history, one that began about I5  billion years ago. The contellts of our 
ulliverse are the remnants of a gigantic explosion - the Big Bang - whose 
residual heat we detect in the form of the microwave background, a bath of 
radiation at a temperature of 3 O K .  By human terms it is ufterly immense, 
coillaii~ing 100 billion galaxies, each ofwl~ich has 100 billion staa.s. It is expandh~g, 
with the latest supernova data suggesting that (on average) all galaxies are 
receding from one another at ever-increasing rates of speed due to an overall 
expansion of space and time. 

Cosmology presents us with a set of limit questions that provide fertile 
ground for ttl~eological reflection.21 Did a~~Ilg/thing come before the Big Bang? If 
so, what? If not, what is the nature and significance of the initial instant of 
creation? What is the origin of the paa-ticular features of our universe? Is the 
physical description ofthe cosmos equivalent .to an explanation of its existence, 
or is soanethinlg more required? Is a Designer responsible for these fe"eaures in 
some way, and if so, how? What level of influence (if any) is exerted by the 
Designer over the design? What is a theologically plausible balance between 
chance and necessity? 

An illtriguing feature of cosn101ogical theories is that the equations of 
physics which underlie them depend upon physical constants that ~ t ~ u s t  take 
on very particular values in order for life as we know it to be able to exist. 
These consbnts, such as the strenghs of the forces governing electromagnetism 
or radioactiviq, the rate ofthe expansion of the universe, or the values ofthe 
masses of subatomic particle, are not detern~ined by the equations themselves. 
There is no logical obstmction in their taking on any desired value, and so they 
must "s determined by experiment, However, even very small adjtastments in 
their empirically determined values yield logically possible universes that are 
uninhabitable (as deternilled from the equations). For example, if the relative 
inass of the neutron to the proton is adjusted by as little as one percent, stable 
stars would not exist, a i d  stable molecular compounds such as water could 
not form. Further stildy of the equations indicates that of the possible universes 
one could obtain from the basic equations of physics by adjusting the physical 
constants of nature, onllgi a very tiny Gaction of them are inhabitable by carbon- 
based life. The nunnerical coincidences required for this to happen by chance 
are enonnous. 
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Since we are living things, we can only live in a universe for which 
these nulnerical coincide~rces are satisfied, and the features of nature that we 
observe will at the least be conlstrai~~ed by this possibility. This idea is referred 
to as tile Anthropic Principlee2'At first sig1l"ct would appear to provide comfo1-t 
to people of faith, for the many empirical coincidences required for life to exist 
are quite suggestive of the existence o f a  rational, pu~-poseful, and irlitelligent 
creator who has an interest ill 1ife.'J5 However, two alternate expla~latiotls are 
possible. One is that the constants take on the values they do because of some 
more fundamental physical theory of w11icl1 we are currently unaware. The 
other is that any universe which can exist logically also exists empiriealiiy, and 
we happen to live in one of the very few conducive to life.23 

Is a11 of existence simply the result of soisle grand cosnnic accident? Or 
is it possible we are part of a creation? This is the principal theological issue 
that cosmology raises. 

Evolutio~lary biology raises similar questions to that of cosmology, but in a 
more pointed way. It addresses the question, where did we come from? All 
religions attach significa~~ce to life, and Ghristia~lity particularly asserts that 
God has a special role and interest in the origin and develop~neant of life, 
especially human life. The relationship that humans have toward one another 
and their creator is central to both peace theology and salvation theology, and 
so whatever scientific inhrlnation there is to bear on the nature of life will 
have at least indirect theological relevance. 

As with cosmology, a great deal was learned in the t~ventieth celltury 
about the structure and development of life.24 In the cells of all living things is 
a, molecule called DNA, whose stre~cture encodes ail of the genetic information 
relevant to a particular orgarnistn. DNA laas the property of self-replication, 
and this propem forms the basis o f e v ~ l u t i o n . ~ ~  The basic idea of evolutioln is 
that, given a set of differing replicators, those that are most effective at 
reproducing ill a given environment \will be the ones that appear in succeeding 
generations. For example, if two equal-sized populations of green lizards and 
brown lizards are present in an environment which has predators that eat 
brown lizards but not green ones, thela after a few gellerations there will be 
few, if any, brown lizards. The environment, by virtue of the presence sfthe 
predator, lnas selected out green lizards, and so Iaas l~aturaliy selected out the 
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green lizard replicators. No replicating process is perfect, of course, and small 
errors (mutations) in the replicators will be selected (i.e., more likely to 
reproduce) by some environments and not by others. The evolutionary 
hypothesis is that this mechanism of natural selection through mutating 
replicators is sufficient to explain the complexity of all life: the forms of life we 
see today are here because their ancestors were the most efficient at reproducing 
in the environmental conditions they found themselves in. 

So, evolution provides an answer to the origin of life question - but it is 
one that many of its proponents and opponents find theologically unattractive. 
The reason is the same: the process of natural selection through replicator 
mutation raises the question of God's role in at least the development of life, if 
not in its origins. Simply put, if the complexity of life arises from a process of 
environmental selection, what is left for God to do? 

Much has been written about this subject, and feelings about it run 
intensely on both sides of the issue. I shall confine myself to a few brief 
remarks. The issue runs much deeper than the question of literalist 
interpretations of the opening chapters of Genesis. The Christian assertion of 
a loving God who has an interest in life faces a formidable challenge. Ifevolution 
is "God's mechanism," clarification is needed as to what this means. What 
exactly is it that God does that would allow someone to distinguish Him/Her 
from a deistic spectator? How are catastrophes (such as the comet that 
purportedly killed the dinosaurs) incorporated into the theological picture? If 
the structure of life provides evidence of intelligent design (as a growing number 
of researchers assert6,'), then by what means has the design been actualized? 
If evolution is wrong, then what is the mechanism underlying life's origin and 
development? To say "God did it" is no more adequate an answer than saying 
"Toyota did it" when asking about the construction of a car. Moreover, why 
has the evolutionary paradigm been so successful in other fields of biology if it 
is incorrect? An improved description would at least have to explain that. 

I am not claiming that the above questions are fatal to the assertions of 
Christian theology, and indeed there is much ongoing work in this subject.26 
However, they present unique challenges to Christian faith that are not easily 
dismissed by an intellectually honest person. Unlike cosmology, whose 
foundations reside in equations of physics that appear to transcend the universe 
they describe:' evolution deals with extant structures within a particular system. 
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The challenge evolutio~l presents is that of i~mcorporating the logic of mutative 
self-repIicatiors in a cha~lging ealvironment with the claim of a God of love who 
finds humans much more valuable than the birds of the air.27 

Miracles are the third traditional aspect of the science/religion discussion, one 
that is typically underapp~eciated.~~ Since (by definition) lniracles are not 
repeatable under colltrolled conditions, this suggests to many that they are not 
legitimate subjects of scientific investigatio~~. For skeptics this is sufficielat 
reason to disrlsiss them, whereas for believers it is a comfort to think that there 
are perhaps limits to science. Miracles refer to phenome~~a that apparently lie 
outside of the (hown)  natural order yet are coranected to it at least insofar as 
they are reportedly observable. In my opinion this makes thein legitimate 
subjects for rational scientific inquiry. That the subject of i~avestigation might 
limit the inquiry in some way ouglat not to dismiss them from consideration, 
for all scientific investigatiotl encounters limits one way or another. 

The foundations of Christiatlily are intimately connected with miracles, 
for the central assertion is that God was incarnate in the person of Jesus 
Christ. The New Testment buttresses this claim to no small extent by referring 
to a co~ssiderable number of lniracles Jesus performed, sucla as walking on 
water,29 healing the sick,30 calming a storm,31 converting water inlo wine,32 
and more. These miracles are described in a fairiy concrete way, often noting 
the degree of skepticism on the part of the people who observed the phenomena. 
For example, Mary's first response to the a~lmouncement that she will give 
birth to a is to ask, How can this be, since I am a virgin? - an intriguing 
display of scientific curiosity in a prescie~atific culture. She at least knows that 
virgins don't have babies. Moreover, the gospel writer Luke kiiows tlris, and 
expects his readers to know it. Of course the most importa11.t miracle of all in 
Christianiry is that of the resurrection of Jesus, and three gospels note the 
doubts held by the fo'oilowers of Jesus concenling this pheno~nenon.~~ 

111 a modern scientific age the task for ChristianiQ is to articulate the 
role and nature of the miracles that play such an integral part in its fou~adations. 
This is a difficult challenge. To assert that the miracles did not take place is to 
deny any special action of God in the nnalsner described in theNew Testament 
(as well as casting aspersio~as on the integrity of the WT writers). Ifmniracles 
are simply poorly understood natural phenomena, then what special role does 
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God or Jesus play in their instantiation? For example, if Jesus9 calming of the 
storna on the lake is only coincidelace, what re~nains of the status of Jesus' 
authority and of the theoBogical significance of the event? Conversely' if we 
affirm that miracles occur, what exactly is it tlnat is being affirmed? Does the 
water change into wine instantaneousIy, or is there some interventionist 
sequential process by which it took place? If we assert a virgin birth of Jesus,35 
what is it that we are assert-ing? The New Testament does not provide us with 
sufficient data to fully answer these sods of questiolns in detail. However, in 
my view our current levels of scientific knowledge and biblical criticism should 
lead to a reappraisal of the nature of miracles. At the very least we can outline 
what are and are not plausible scientific understandings of such events, and 
reassess our theological reflections of them. 

Of course, an intellectually honest investigation of this sol? would not 
stop at Christian miracles, but would go on to investigate miracles in other 
faiths and miracles which lie outside of sacred writings ofthe various reIigious 
traditions. Those miracles not judged as fabrications then present new material 
that must be incorporated into a Christian worldview. The task is made all the 
more difficult because of the widespread nature ofpoor reportage, false claims, 
and pseudoscience. Vet I believe it must be aEempted if we are to maintain the 
i~ntegrily ofthe gospel message ita a fresh way. 

The subtle disciplines 

Many scientific disciplines are not obviously connected to theology or a religious 
outlook 01.1 the tvorld. These include sub~ects such as pllysics, mathematics, 
geology, and many of the applied sciences. However, fkrther reflection indicates 
that these subjects also have a part to play in the sciencelreligion discussion. 
Geology is perhaps the most obvious example. Indeed, it was Sir Charles 
Eyeil's book Princkples ofGeology, in which the geographical features of the 
earth were portrayed as arising h r n  slow-working natural process, that provided 
a formative influence on Darwin's ideas concerning evolution.36 Although 
evolution has since tended to eclipse geology's role in the relationship between 
theology and science,:' the e a ~ h  sciences still have an ongoing part to play. 

Geology is the only discipline outside of cosmology that provides us 
with an empirical window into the very distant past.38 From it we have learned 
that the earth is a place in which natural processes operate gradelally over very 
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long periods oftinne to yield rivers, mountains, valleys, islands, and canyons. 
By its methods, the earth has been deternl~ined to be about 4.5 billioil years 
old. The earth is a dynamic object in which the continents move on tectollic 
plates (occasionally giving rise to earthquakes and volca~lic activiv), and its 
interior has a ~nultilayered structure whose details are still being understood, 
Catastrophis~n, in which the earth's observed features appeared due to a 
seqilence of cataclysmic events, has been ruled out as the don~l~nant formsbtion 
mechanism, Neverhheless, more recent research has indicated "cat rare events, 
such as the earth's hypothesized encounter with a comet, can induce major 
changes over very short periods, as noted above. In the iast twenty years 
extraterrestrial spacecraft have indicated that several of the lnoolas of Jupiter 
and Saturn also have dy~iamic geological properties which are only just now 
beginnillg to be u n d e r s t o ~ d . ~ ~  

Althoudl geology raises challenges for tl-ieology similar to those pmvided 
by evolution in tenns of the origin of the earth, it has its own distillctive set of 
questions. Since the earth is a place in which geological events can unexpectedly 
produce human disaster, in what sense can we aMribute goodness to creation? 
Indeed, in what sense (if any) can we assert that creation has fallen from some 
state of pre-paradise, given what we now know about the earth's fo'onnation 
and its dyllalnic s t r~ct inre?~~ Seismic activity introduces a small ele~nent of 
randonllless into everyday living in certain parts of the world that many find 
difficult to reconcile with a God in full control of events. The same can be said 
for the weather, in which lid~tning bolts occasionally strike. Yet we have biblical 
testimo~ly that God's purported influence in the world extends to geological 
events, both apocalyptically4' and hist~ricallgr,"~ including ever1 the resurrection 
of Jesus. Geology raises the question of the degree and character of God's 
donvlinio~l over the planetay-sized phenonsena that exert an influence over our 
lives that we so oken take for granted. 

Yet these same pl-ieno~l~elia also induce within us a deep sense of awe 
and wonder, a sense which geological understanding can edaanlce. A trip to the 
Rocky Mountains or the Grand Canyon excites in people not only curiosity as 
to where they came from but also a sense of the finitude of existence and 
reverence for the natural order and what nnigllt lie beyond it. If our geological 
curiosity can in part be satisfied by the scientific naethod, perhaps our reverence 
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is indicative of a God who upholds the natural order. But the imprint of that 
God in geological processes remains obscure. Can it be clarified? 

One possible means of clarieing God's role in the n~atural order is as the 
author of the laws alld processes that geoIogy - and all of sciei~ce - describes. 
This is the domain of physics, that subject whose goal is to u ~ ~ d e r s t a ~ ~ d  nature 
at its most fimdamental level possible, Physics is the most exact of all the 
sciences. It deals with the deepest organizational Levels, the most extreme of 
natural col~ditions, and uses the most exact mathematical equations, all of 
which seem re~note from the humall conncer~~s of Christial-n faith. 

However, physics has had a major impact on philosophy and theology:3 
and its methods are regarded as paradigmatic for the other sciences. The 
belief of Renaissa~~ce scientists in the existence of a Lawgiver led them to seek 
an interpretation of the natural world in terms of laws.' This conviction in an 
underlying wisdo~ma of the natmal order has been noted above, and it was 
something about which Newton was quite explicit44: There exists an infinite 
and omn@'present spirit in ~ ' h i c h  nzalter is ~~zoved according to ~?aatherrzatical 
laws. Newon's conviction ofthe omnipresence of a God evho is the ulti~nate 
causal agent led him to develop laws of physics which are taught worldwide 
today in higls schools and unsiversities, and on which all of the applied sciences 
and engineering disciplines rely. 

These laws are now referred to as the classical laws of physics. They 
are deterministic (the future state of any system can be predicted from its 
present state), reductionistic (the behavior of an entire system is determined 
by the behavior of its constituent parts), and realistic (the laws of physics 
provide an objective description of the v~orld in an absolute space and time, 
illdependent of any observer). To a high degree of numerical precisiora they 
describe the behavior of galaxies, planets, geological processes, fluids, gases, 
ballistics, light, heat, and sound. They naturally lead to a view of any natural 
system as a cEockwork machine that operates according to ktlowable and 
reliable laws. The universe itself is regarded as the ultimate piece of clockworl<, 
set in place by a deity who lets it run by itself. 

The twentieth century witnessed a revolutior-n ils scientific thought in 
av"nch all of these ideas were o v e ~ h r o ~ n . ~ ~  The experimental confirmation of 
Einstein's tl~eories of special and general relativity indicated that space and 
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t ine  were not absolute, but were instead an i~~tercomected dynamical smcture 
that both lnfluellces pliysical events and is influe~~ced by them. For example, 
gravitation has the effect of slowing time down relative to distant observers 
for whom gravity's effects are weaker, Experiments carried out on maeter at 
atomic and subatomic distance scales i~idicated that physical systen~s are not 
deter~nillistic but instead must be described in probabilistic terms. More recent 
work on physical systems such as coupled pendulu~ns indicate that very small 
changes in the initial state of a system lead to i~icalculably large changes in its 
subsequent development. Quantum mechanics and chaos theory respectively 
describe these phenomena, and they together challenge the classical notion of 
physical determinism. They also challenge classical reductionism, since in Inany 
circumstances it is not possible to meaningfully reduce a system to its constibent 
parts. All three together force collsiderable revision of the notion of realism, 
since the experirnental contriva~lces used to explore a given system can have a 
lion-negligible effect on its developnnent. 

Relativity, quantum mechanics, and chaos theory have indicated that 
the universe has a much richer structure than anyone ilnagined a century ago, 
one that provides festile ground for theoIogical reflection. They form re-eminders 
that our pictures of God ought not to be limited by our current utlderstanding 
of the way things are. The inadequacies they point out in the clockwork 
universe provide some genuinely new possibilities for envisioni~lg how God 
might act in a seemingly deterministic world. They raise anew the question as 
to what kind of God the God of modern physics 

The laws ofphysics describe with very high precisiol? the natural world, 
by mathematical equations that go we11 beyond their original formulatiorr. For 
example, the equations of the quantum theory of electromagnetis~n predict 
experimental outcomes to ten decimal places in accuracy, a level of empirical 
precision far greater than anphing anticipated by the original practitioners of 
the theory. So effectively do the equations ofphysics work that Eugene Wigner 
corn~nented that mathematics is an unreasonably effective gifi that we neither 
u~iderstapld nor deserve.47 1s it indeed a reflection of the divine 

The matiilennatical equatio~ls uliderlying physical law do not seem to need the 
natural world in order to exist. They have a highly transcendent character, one 
that seems to exist "out there" in a realm of abstract t11ouglzt.~~ The ontological 
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status of matheinatics is an il~trigrning question that continues to occupy the 
aMention of philosophers. It is dificult to inaagine that the truth of a mnat11ematical 
theorem is dependent upon the existence of mathematicians, human life, or 
any other form of life for that maMer.'OYet at the same time matkelnatics is 
constructed to serve purposes, not only for physics, but also for other fieids 
such as finance, biostatistics, and circuit design. 

The theological status of mathenratics represellts an avenue of study 
that is largely unexplored. Is mathematics discovered or invented'? Did God 
invent it, or is It an intrinsic part of the milad of God? Why are some 
mathematical theories fruitful in science and others notfls  this fruitfulness 
somehow representative of the choice a Creator might make in designing a 
universe? 

The frontier disciplines 

Several areas of science raise concerns that are much more iinmediate and 
practical than those discussed above, and that occupy a coiasiderable degree 
of public attention. They include genetics, psychologgi, ecology, and computer 
science as well as the applied sciences, wlrose technological character has a 
direct impact on our society and our lives. The territory is too vast to be 
covered here, so I shall confine myself to a few brief remarks. 

Of all the sciences, psychology elljoys the greatest level of popularity 
arnollg Christians. This is no surprise, given the relational character of religious 
faith noted above - psychology is the science pen-taining to relatiot~ship and 
behavior, and so we should expect it to be of interest to people of faith. 
However, it is also the science for which it is most difficult to deal with effects 
o f l ~ u m a ~ ~  bias, and underlyi~~g theological assumptions about human nature 
have ail enormous inlfluence on how clinical psychologgr is practiced. It is not 
~ny purpose to discuss these issues here. 

A general tl~eological question raised by psychology is the nature of the 
self.51 What does it mean to be a conscious being? Do con~scious beings have 
free will? If so, what are the limits to this free will"?The very nature of these 
sorts s f  questions is simultaneously scie~~tific and theological in tone. Only in 
recent years are neuroscience experiinents being carried out to empirically 
determine (partial?) answers to the~n,~%anwers that, in my view, ssIlould lawe 
a profound impact on Christian thought. For the core of the gospel message is 
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to proclaim a God of love who has a special interest in hulnans and who calls 
them to right relationship with one another. It is difficult to understa~nd how 
this message can be ~neaningful unless there exists genui~le freedom of will to 
respond in love to actions of love. 

Are we fkee to act? Or are we biological ~naclnines carrying oirt algoritlx~lic 
illstructio~~s, our "sense ofpersotla1 identity and free will. . . no more than the 
behavior of a vast assembly of nerve cells and their associated 
It is very difficult to see how to reconcile the latter viewpoi~at with a faith 
perspective. Indeed, the judgments we make concer~iing human personhood 
and the freedom to act in a lawlike world are analogous to those we make 
concen~ing divine personhood and God's freedom to act.j4A naturalistic view 
of the world that would expunge it of a freely acting Creator might also be 
expected to expunge it of freely acting conscious entities as 1~e l I .~ '  Yet to assert 
free wili is to assert a fulldamental limit to either tlie domain of scientific 
inquiny or to the completeness of its descriptive power.21 Will experimental 
work in this area iilevitabIy be laden with theological presuppositions? 
Alternatively, can a theology of human freedom suggest new experi~nents that 
might be perforln~ed? 

The information sciences provide related theological challe~lges. It is 
estimated that within twenty years a desktop computer will have the processi~ig 
capacity of a liuman brain.j5 Efforts are in place now to develop a computer 
that will simulate human consciousness. "Nhat will it mean to have a machine 
that thinks, with opinions, emotions, ideas, and expectations? Will it be alive 
or conscious in some sense? If we judge it to be so, should we make it part of 
our human commuuiQ? Should we make it part of our faith comn~unity? Do 
we preach the gospel to it?j6 

Genetics provides an alter~late perspective on what it means to be 
human.57 Upon completio~l of the human genome project, the elitire nucleotide 
sequence of human DNA will be determilled and we will know the blueprint 
of human life. Of course, it will be a further task still to interpret the bluepri~lt 
-but obtaining the plans is a necessary first step. But a first step toward what? 
The prospects offered by this k~owledge raise new questions for Christians 
(and indeed everyone) to wrestle with. Followil~g the healing ministry of Jesus, 
it would seem reasonable to use this iraformation to cure genetically based 
diseases. Yet this same knowledge faces us with the possibility of manipulating 
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human genetic information to achieve desired ends. But whose ends? Those 
of the parents or those of the govemmenlt in power? And which desires? If we 
find ourselves able to engineer beauty, intelligence, muscular strength, and 
lo~agevlty in ftrture generations - even to a lilnited extent - to what extent 
should we act on this Icnowledge? Where is God calling us? 

Ecology provides us with yet a difkrernt perspective, one that calls into 
question our relatio~mship to all other tl1ings.4~3~~ We have learned that all life 
forms have a degree of interconnectedness that catmot be neglected in terms 
of human development. Species extinction, global warming, erosion of the 
ozone layer, pesticides, acid rain, air pollution, and imuclear waste are all issues 
ofpublic concern rooted in scientific study. Ifwe are to take seriously the call 
of God to be stewards of creation, then it will be necessary to take ecology 
into account. The questioi~ raised is one familiar to Christians: What does it 
mean to be stewards of creation? However, fillding the answers to this question 
in the last twenq-five years has been very complex, due to the enormity of 
the proble~ns and the intercolmectedness of the issues. The challenge faced by 
the church is to arkiculate a call to stewardship of the easth that is scientifically 
sound and biblically well motivated. 

Science raises questions for Christian believers that they ought not to ignore. 
These questions range from the practical to the abstract, touch upon both 
private and public spheres of influerace, and impact on our notions of both 
God and huinanity. While each topic merits far n-rore aBention than space 
permits here, H would like to propose a fra~nework for theology that might be 
helpful in tacklilmg these issues. 

My proposal is that Christian theology become a mucln more col-rigible 
discipline than it presently appears to be, by which I mearm it slzould be open to 
revision as relevant new information becomes available and which ideally is 
cu111rrHative ill its illsights. To do this with integriv would involve a clarification 
of the distinctio~ls between its main asse~$ions and its inore peripheral aspects. 
Christian1 theoloa is predicated on a core set of beliefs that over the ages h a ~ ~ e  
been encoded in things like catechis~ns and statements of faith. Although mansly 
Christians have an intuitio~r as to what these things are, in the development of 
tl~eological perspectives relevant to scientific concerns it is essential to distinguish 
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the core beliefs from the peripheral ones, and to specify to what extent these 
belief's can be corroborated or refuted by further experience. One expects the 
core beliefs to be much more resista~lt to revision that the peripheral ones, as 
is the case in scientific research. 

An example might be helpful here. Christian tlaeology assumes the 
existence of a personal God having particular characteristics, among them 
omniscience. Taking this to be a core assumption, one could then ask how 
God's omiscience might be mai~ifest in this world, and develop certain auxiliary 
theological proposals concerlling this idea. Along these lines, Polkiragl~orr~e'~ 
has suggested that the chailenge posed to classical deter~ninism from quanwnn 
theory and chaotic p h e n o ~ n e ~ ~ a  has potential implications for understanding 
God's omniscience, taken to mean that God knows everythillg that can be 
known. However, if the future is genuinely unknowable (as quantum theoiy 
and chaos imply), then even an omniscie~lt God cannot know the future. It is 
a revision of a traditio~lal understanding of God's foreknowledge that strives 
to be faithful to scripture while taking modern science into acco~i~lt .  It is a 
corrigible picture, one that could be revised and cumulatively improved in light 
of further scientific developanents and theological reflection. It also has wider 
iawplications for theodicy and free will that merit further study. 

%f theology and science are goillg to have any meaningful form of 
discourse, then the verisimiiitudi~~ous character of the scientific e~~terprise will 
]lave to be taken into account. My goal in sltetching out the issues in this paper 
is to encourage Christian theology to beco~l~e amuch more cosrigibie discipline.j9 
A gospel relevant to a scientific age demands nothing less. 
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Is Ethics Also Among the Sciences? 
An Evaluation of Nancey Murphy and George Ellis's 

Theological Proposals 

For a Ionig time it has been a common assumptioll that ethics and science 
belong to entirely different categories of knowledge. In the modern scientific 
conception of tlie world everythh~g happened according to plilysically determined 
laws, and thus it became increasingly difficult to anchor rnoralib to an objective 
order in the universe, Consequently, it has been customary to hold that moral 
judgme~~ts are nothing but expressiolis of preference (values) that cannot be 
derived from state~nents of "facts." Even when morality was defended as a 
ratio~~al enterprise, it was seen as another kind of rationality than the one used 
to explain '6facts99 withill tlie natural sciences. Otherwise, the do~nilla~ice of 
deter~nined laws would make ilnpossible a realm of human freedom and 
respormsibili~.' If this is the true picture, then moral disputes can ltardly be 
rationulby settled withill a scie~~tific discourse. 

There is today a ggrowing dissatisfaction with such a moral vacuum. 
Importan-rt ethical questions are raised within natural, political, and economic 
sciences, and therefore an increasi~~g nu~nber of scie~ltists find it unacceptable 
to leave this decisive aspect out of scientific discourse. For many7 it is Just 
such a refusal of public and scientific evaluation of morality which bears 
partial respor-rsibilihy for the (post)~nodern crises of fiagnenhtion and relativism. 
Thus, some would argue, it is necessaly to overcolne the modern bifurcatiols 
bemeen fact axid value in favor of a more il~tegrative and unified understanding 
of knowledge and ethics. 

This article seeks to examine whether an etl~ical presence among the 
sciences is only an occasional ruptirre of normaliq- as a king Saul among the 
propllets - or whether it is indeed possible to overcome current bifurcations. 

Roland Spjuth is a Eecizlrer a f  the Scandinavian Academy of Leadershig and 
Theology in Malilzo, Sweden. 
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From the traditioll of the Radical Reformation, a conneeti011 between ethics 
and science is not unproblernatic. Such a position has often implied trust in a 
generally accessible moraliQ, a standpoint which in practice has only served to 
justify dominant moral views as "natural." Is not science the ilnperialistic 
power which subjugates evenytlzing that is other?A~ld is not nzorality (to change 
the metaphor) rather to be pursued at a prophetic distance fro~n the empire, as 
a transgression and a rupture of "scientific normality?" 

Nancey Murphy and George @. R. Ellis in their recent book On the 
Moral Nature ofthe Universe2 make a brave aaeirapt to pursue the scientific 
nature of etl~ics from within an Anabaptist (or Radical reformation) heritage, 
especially as it has been formulated by John H. Yoder. Murplzy is a philosopher 
and an ordained minister in the Church of the Brethren in the US, and Ellis is 
professor of Mathematics a i ~ d  Astronomy and a Quaker activist from South 
Africa. Such an attempt is a promising point of depal-ture for an evaluatio~z of 
the possibilities and liinitations ofthe claim that ethics is arnollg the sciences. 
Is it possible to argue for the ratio~lality of ethics, without subjugating the 
Alzabaptist heritage to the dominatim~g powers of society and science? 

On the moral nature o f  the universe 

Murphy and Ellis are convinced that any wail of separation between science 
and faith is most unfortunate. Their book is a powerful challenge to modes11 
assumptions that have pushed ethics, metaplzysics, and tlneology away from 
the public arena that for too loi~g has been co~~trolled by so-called value-free 
science and political pragmatism. Instead s f  separation, they seek to maximize 
the overlaps between reason and ethics. Ethics must again be a scientific 
study. However, such an a(l-empt presumes that ethical stateil~ents refer not 
just to personal taste but sornehow to structures in our common universe. 
Ethics must have an objective base in the moral nature of the universe. And if 
one rejects the idea that all ethics can be reduced to '"facts" ila the material 
realm, then this assumes a trariscendent goodness and beauty that is beyond 
natural explanation but still present in the world as a claim on us to seek the 
ultimate good. Thus, a claim that ethics is ainong the sciences must first 
clarify how one ought to understand the presence of a tra~~sceadent and final 
purpose (telos). Further, lnetaphjlsical and theological perspectives must be 
interrelated with the structures of the universe and, cor-tsequently, within the 
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scientific domain (the question of ontolou). Second, such an us~dedaking 
must sliow how erhical reaso~lil~g can be evaluated in a scientific manner (the 
question of epistemology). 

M u l ~ h y  and Ellis's ontological presuppositioi~s imply that the universe 
is seen as a unified whole. Of course, they do not want to reduce every 
pheno~nena of reality to the same level. Instead, they regard the universe as a 
multi-levelled complex order wl~ere different systenxs hieral~hically cs-ordinate 
with one another (1%-22).j The total hierarchical system must then be seen as 
an open and incomplete system that needs a transcelldent reference. Thus, 
theologgi and moraliv can be placed at the top of the h ierar~hy.~ Ethics (and 
theology) becomes a science without being subordi~aated to the categories of 
natural science. 

However, iai order to integrate ethics into this stratified worM-view, 
Murphy and Ellis must split the hierarchy into two branches above the level of 
physics. ci~emistry and biology. The reason for this split is that they distinguish 
between top-down effects and top-down actions. The first branch i~lcludes 
the sciences dealing with non-hulman realities. In this material realm, they 
accept that the hierarchical system is rigorously deterniined by a set of laws 
that cannot be altered. 111 order to distinguish this branch from the one guided 
by intentiorla1 actions, they differentiate a branch consisting of ecology, geology, 
astrophysics and cosmology from another including psychofogy and social 
and applied sciences (see 86). This split gives a specific location for ethics. 
Moreover, they regard this as their celitral col~tributioa to the dialogtie between 
tl~eology and science and to the notion of the hierarchical order (see xvi and 
18). This location of ethics depends on the assertio~i that every system which 
includes intentions is driven by goals. But goals presuppose an innplicit or 
explicit vision of the good quality of life. Thus, "the hierarchy of the human 
sciences calls for a top layer . . . . [ljt is necessary to have an anlswer to the 
questio~l of the ultimate mean i~~g  of hunraan life, or to use a less ambiguous 
term, of the final purpose or telos of human life, This has traditio~ially been 
understood as the province of ethics" (87). The suggestion that ethics should 
be at the top of the human-sciences branch does not imply that they contend 
the team of human lnorality can be derived as a bottom-up distillation from 
the social sciences. The ethical core can surely be supported from below by 
the social sciences. But Murphy and Ellis clearly acknowledge that it can only 
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be groullded and confirmed fiora-n the top down in a metapltjrsical or theological 
interpretation of the nature of ultimate reality (173). There is no claim that 
ethics (and the goal of social sciences) can be founded on a referential relation 
with the objective orders of creation. 

In relation to the teildency of science to subjugate everything that is 
other, Murphy and Ellis propose an ethical core that seemilsgly challenges 
normal expla~~ations of the rnoral character of the universe: "'Self-renunciation 
for the sake of the other is humankind's highest goal" (1 18). Their claim is 
that the core of a scientific interpretatio~~ of the ulliverse ought to be the notion 
of the self-emptying of God -a core they sumlnarize with the Greek concept 
of kenosis used in Phil 2 7 .  Thoxgln they argue for the ecurnel-nical sig~lificance 
of this view, their presentation is largely shaped by the A~~abaptist tradition 
and more specifically by Men~~onite theologian John H. Yoder (see 1 73-201).5 
From Yoder's kenotic doctrine of God and from his non-coercive understanding 
of the relatiol~ship between God and the universe, ethical pacifism logically 
follows. But ethical pacifism is not just an individual program for some heroic 
Christians. It is rather the clue for interpreting the universe (cosmos) and for 
social-scielitific programs (polis). So instead of viewing biological evolution as 
confirming the survival of the fittest, they propose a kenotic reading of evolution 
as a recycling of life through giving of one's life; that is, a crucifor~n cosmos 
(21 1-13).6 And instead of accepting the i~nevitability of violence in aII societies, 
they argue for the social possibility of a less violent society.7 The kenotic core 
also suggests a doctrille of divine self-limitation and vulnerability: the relation 
between God and creation is noncoercive (209). Thus, their scientific progranr 
provides the rationale for a non-intewe~~tionist divine activity within physical 
reality, as well as God's respect for the freedom of others even to the poillt of 
evil and suffering. This does noGust make space for freedom, it also explains 
why the ultimate goal of nature is hidden: God does not force us to believe. 

When Murphy and Ellis formulate such an ethical core, they obviously 
move beyond the observation of present realities. And they underscore this by 
citing Yoder's rejectiol-n of the view that tlie Incarnatio~l ratifies the assullied 
nature as revelation. "Tlie point is just the opposite; that God broke through 
the borders of our sta~idard definitiol-ns of what is human, and gave a new, 
fornative definition in Jesus" (1 831.' 111 some of the most challenging parts of 
the book, the autl-iors then explicate the social embodiment of their ethic in  
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contrast to most current social opi~lions. In the realm ofjurisprudence, they 
reject the present penal system based on retribution and state monopoly in 
favor of a system that aims at restoration to the com~nu~lity 4122-26). They 
discuss alternative economic strategies that do not presuppose selfish~less (126- 
3 1)  and argue for consensus decision-making in the political realm (13 1-35). 
Finally, they attempt to produce empirical confimatio~ls for non-violent 
strategies 4 14 1-42). In the current situation, with pressing problems to face, 
the only ethical science of interest is one that can stilnulate a social embodi~nent 
that goes beyond prese~lhrrangements. As such, it surely takes us far beyolld 
conventional views of scientific normality. 

From such a critical and trallscendeutaf stance, is it possible for Murphy 
and Ellis to argue that ethics is among the sciences (the question of 
episten~ology)? First, ethical convictions about goals and illtentions are, as a 
matter of fact, presupposed in the social sciences. Arid since to a great extent 
they structure and direct these sciences, it becomes mandatory to evaluate 
even this higher level. For only when the end of human existellce is explicated 
can one make scientific studies about the means for proper social 
transfornations (see 142). To argue fbr a pure science that ignores the need to 
apply the results of scientific research in social managerne~~t is, for Murphy 
and Ellis, a form of "academic snobbery9' (79). In order to make useful 
contributions to the r u n n i ~ ~ g  of societgi, social scientists must be clear about 
worthy goals for a society. Thus the authors argue the practical necessity of 
the ethical belonging among the sciences. 

Secondly, as seen above, Murpl~y and Ellis divide their hierarchy in 
order to make space for intelltional actions. Yet tinis split is not the traditional 
hermeneutical distinction between natural sciences and hunnan sciences that 
would question the scientific character of ethics. The scientific character of 
ethics, and of the social sciences, does not rest on a qualitative distillction 
alnollg different branches of science. Of course, it is obvious that ethical 
concepts and judgments are not amellable to scientific testing as we ordinarily 
understand it - rsamely, tlarough an assessment of their correspondence with 
facts. The scientific evaluation of ethics must rather take the form of implantil~g, 
testing, and refining a transcendentarly grounded vision, solnething which can 
be done only in retrospect. Mo~vever, Murplly and Ellis claim that this does 
not make ethics radically different frorn otlier sciences. 
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Their book presupposes a methodology that Murphy has forinulated in 
depeildence on the research prograln of Imre L a k a t ~ s , ~  for whom no scientific 
theory is derived simply from observed facts. It always includes a core theoly 
that unifies the program by providing an overall view of the nature of the 
investigated object. This hard core is itself not possible to derive from facts or 
to falsify directly. It is rather the inferred theories of the lower levels - the 
auxiliary hypothesis - that are amenable to testing and that then colafinn, 
refine, or discard the whole theory. According to Lakatos, scientists are justified 
in sticking to a research program as long as it is progressive in predicting new 
facts and solving anomalies. Thus he can construe the history of science as an 
evolutionary history progressively moving upward to universali@. 

Mt~rphy and ElIis are confident that ethics can be presupposed as a 
research prograln which makes a central core irnlnurle to direct falsification. It 
is the auxilia~y hypothesis that can be exami~led scientifically. They give several 
exa~nples. It must be showll that an ethical program can be applied in a realistic 
forin of life (the possibility of social embodiment) and can give a cor~siste~it 
accou~lt of the wealth of illformation and data provided by the social sciences. 
The ethical vision is confirmed only if it is so~nehow in harmony with the 
character of reality as it is expounded, for example, in the natural sciences 
(205- 181, Fun-thermore, according to Lakatos, it is crt~cial that a research program 
be progressive through content-increasing stages by a capacity to predict fiature 
confimations. Fi~~ally, M u ~ h y  and Ellis add, in reference to Alasdair Maclntyre, 
that an ethical research program must be able to reinterpret and inicorporate its 
rival alternatives. As a cumulative argument, such work can2 provide a good 
test as to wliether an ethical theory is a ""true" reflection of the n~oral nature of 
the universe. It is no surprise that this Lakatos-Murphy methodology has 
attracted pl~ilosophers of science in the theological camp (e.g., Tan G Barbour, 
Phillip Clayton, Philip Hefner, and Robert John Russell). 

Ill relation to the hermeneuticai division, it is crucial to notice that Murphy 
and Ellis emphatically counter a dualistic separation between nature and social 
being. The natural order and the social realm must be symthesised witlrin one 
cosll~ological  view^ Thus, they are not content to end up with two differentiated 
branches. These branches lraust be integrated not just at the bouom of physical 
and bioIogical entities, but also at the topmost IeveI that discloses an idea ofan 
ultimate reality explaining the character of both branches (204). "The link 
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between the two," they say, "is provided by an account of the moral character 
of Cod and of God's purposes in creating both the Cosn~os and the Polis" (3). 

Murphy and Ellis make an exciting attempt to colnbiile Yoder's nola-conformist 
tlieology with Imre Lakatos's philosophy of science. And they surely eliminate 
many of the traditional shortcomings found in arguments for the ethical 
belonging among the sciences. Yet, while their aQempt is promising, I argue 
that their proposals crumble due to their effort to integrate Yoder9s theology 
within Lakatos's research prograln. It is difficult to see how they can escape 
two of"doderqs objection to modern ethics: ( I )  that conflicts in science can be 
solved by methodological procedures (methodologism), and (2) that ethics 
cannot be fomlulated from the perspective of a n~inority (the symbol of this 
idea is, for Yoder, the change when "Christendom becomes the Empire" in the 
time of Constantine). 

First, the scientific character of Murphy and Ellis's program depeiids 
on the possibiliw of being able "to isolate a core theory -a central thesis from 
which all the rest of the theoretical structure. . . follows" (178). According to 
Yoden; the essence of ~nethodologism in academic moral reasonirag is the 
domination of a search for a first principle which is "beyond" or '""oeneath" 
considerations ofthe moral practice.I0 There are obvious differences bemeen 
"a first principle" and ''a hard core." ABiard core is not prior to, or foundatio~~al 
for, the moraliQ of a community but follows from such practice. Yet, when 
acadennic moral reasoning coildenses practical morality into a hard core, it 
inevitably turns into an epistemological debate and an endless discussion 
concerning which hard core to accept. To use Murphy's own example, it 
becomes a question of whether Schleiernaacher9s, Bultmann's, or Yoder's 
hard core best express "wlaat Ghristianiw is basically all about."" 

InYoder's conception of the Anabaptist moral tradition, Christ;a~aity is 
not about sometlai~ag basic that can be condensed into a theore"rcal core, but it 
is rather the life of Jesus and the social embodiment of discipleship within the 
church. That is, at its heart there is a '"practical rlaoral ?-erasonirzg."12 Such 
practical moral reasoning f~~nctions differently than a research program. It is 
not a deduction from some central core or value within a coherent system (or 
an application of universally valid rules; neither is it simply doing "what the 
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scripture says"). For Yodea; practical moral reasoning is rather the skill of 
billding and loosi~~g described in Matt. 18: 1 5- 18.'; A particular 11ioral claoice is 
made in co~llmunal conversation (where two or three are present), in a context 
of forgiveness, reconciliation, and listening to witnesses. To explain this 
coml~lunal hermeneutics, Yoder asserts that ""we need to ask not how an idea 
works but how the comirnunity ~ o r k s " ; ' ~  that is, how prophecy, memory, 
teaching, and supervision function together within a commu~~iQ whose meinbers 
seek to be true followers of Jesus. Instead of a general epistemological ratioilality, 
Yoder contends that "cornmunion works as an epistemology." The cormunity's 
reasoning therefore does not follow strict epistemotogical rules: ""Pluralism as 
to epistemological method is not a counsel of despair but part of the Good 
News.9915 Thus, Yoder's positioi~ seems opposed to a co~~dident tmst in methods 
with uni@ing ambitions. Rather than puaing a metl~odological construction at 
the center of inoral academic reasoning, it seems inore appropriate to focus on 
practical moral reasoning and scientific practice. 

Instead of connecting Yoder with Eakatos9s philosophy of science, we 
should see him as standing closer to scientific practice as it has been described 
by Paul I<. Feyerabend.I6 In a famous debate between these two philosophers 
of science, Eakatos put forward the rationalist case that there is an identifiable 
set of rules of scientific method which make all good science, science. 
Feyerabend attacked this rationalism and developed an "epistemological 
anarchist" conclusion (see his Against Pdethod) that there are no useful and 
exceptionless methodological rules governing the progress of science or the 
growth of knowledge. Great scie~~tists are methodological opportunists who 
use any move that comes to hand. The history of science is so complex that if 
we insist on a general methodology which will not inhibit progress, the only 
"mle" he could accept would be the useless suggestion: ""allythinng goes." Witho~lt 
acceptil~g all of Feyerabend's criticism, I find his view closer to Yoder's practical 
moral reasoning that also uses every possible argurne~lt that suits the situation. 

It is also difficult to see how one can colnpare competing moral and 
theological programs in order to determine their relative progress and 
degeneration. Murphy refers in other contexts to MacTnQre's description1 of 
11ow the Augustinianism of Thomas was rationally superior to its snajor rivals 
since it succeeded in incorporatingkistotelian philosophy. Yet it remains to be 
sllowll that the notion of "11ard corey9 illuminates this process in any significalit 
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manner, To take anotl~er example, how could Murphy and Ellis's idea of 
"progress and degeneratio~a" clarify conflicts in the time of the Reformation? 
Oirght one to continue wihhila the catholic p roga~n?  Or has that prograln been 
counter-productive, so that one ought to switch to Luther's, Calvin's, or the 
Anabaptists9 program? And how can one evaluate whicl~ progralla has been 
more fruitful in explaining results and predicting advances in k~lowledge? The 
procedure is so well-defined but so wide that it can support anphing. From 
the history ofthe Radical Reformation, one should be suspicious of argla~nents 
based 011 the Iiistorical success of a moral tradition. Thus, it seems better to 
accept that the moral realm consists of a practical activity with such diverse 
and conflicting ingredients that it can hardly be systematized in the manner of 
Lakatos. 

A practical moral reasoning implies a more humble position. Murphy 
and Ellis affirm that a core feature of kenotic ethics is ""t empty oiarselves of 
pride daily, to walk humbly with God)' (195). Vet, as scientists working with 
Lakatos's scientific methodology, they argue that "the time has come to attempt 
the reco~astruction ofa  unified worldview" (1) and thus they aim at rebuttinlg 
the charge that a kenotic worldview would be collceivable for only a minority 
group (173). Surely, they can appeal to Yoder9s statetnent that the ministw of 
Jesus has cosmic significan~ce (201). But it is a bigger step to create a systematic 
analogy betclreen the cross of Christ and phenomena such as the intevretation 
of evolution, the penal system in the modern state, and transactions within a 
market economy. Yoder's practical moral reasonil~g is stretched beyond its 
Iianits when transfoimed into such a unified worldview, 

Can Meirphy and Ellis's proposal realIy be reconciled with t l~e  Anabaptist 
renunciation of Constantinianism? Can the idea of a unified worldview be 
separated fro111 coercive strategies? Isn't such a hierarchical structure all too 
relniniscent of a time when the church was at the head of society?h Anabaptist 
position would better reject the position of domi~ma~ace that belongs to a science 
claiming to integrate all knowledge within its domain. Ce~ainniy Yoder agrees 
tlaat the kingdom of God has a claim on all life - but mot as a vision of a 
harmonious solution within a unified worldview. The main target of his criticism 
remains ecclesial i~~volveinent with the great powers of empire and state 
(Constantinianis~@. These domi~~ating powers will not take a critical stance 
toward the present order and its moral views. Over agail~st them, it is imperative 
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that someone brings an awareness of transcel~dence that shatters conformity. 
Thus, Yoder maintains: "Nonconformity is the warrallt for the proinise of 
another world" and "it is the fui~ction of minority communities to remember 
and to create utopianvisiot~s."~~ The task is not to provide an entire worldview 
but rather to keep science hrlmble by deconstructinag present structures of 
dominauce, giving hints of other possible social constructions of anorality, and 
confronting rigid systerns with surprises and questions. A non-conformist 
~norality must adopt a minority position. As suclz it can make the wider scientific 
co~nmunity a little more hesitant in its pronouncements. Murphy and Ellis 
provide many suggestions for such a task which are much more fruitful than 
their epistemological theory. 

Several passages of their book disclose a more limited ambition. Since 
they maintain that the transcendelztal level provides the foundatio~~ for an 
ethical hard core, it foliows that the i~~terpretatio~l of social data and the rational 
standards for evaluating it partly depend on the chosen telos. So if their 
hierarchical order is correct, then we have no possibility of determining the 
nloral nature of the universe without knowledge of the ultimate goal. The 
scientific attempt to determine that nature thus shows that what nature is is a 
highly contested question, depending on the telos one has selected. It is tl~erefore 
no surprise that proponents of different positions regarding jurisprudence, 
economics, and politics can all appeal to "nature" for confirnation. For example, 
even though Murphy and Ellis's idea of a "cnucifo~*m nature9' is exciting; it is 
equally possible to argue that the e~iolutionary process confirms the necessity 
of violence and struggle. The contribution that a reference to nature can offer 
in such a conflict, which seetns typical of most ethical debates, is nothing 
more than "a desk-thumping, foot-stamping shout of %eality."'I8 Thus, the 
scie~~tific analoa  leads M11rp11y and Ellis to overstate the possibilities of testing 
theories with scientific observations of "nature." 

Murphy and Ellis also accept the limitations of their scientific approach 
when turning to the reality of freedom. A choice of telos affects not only the 
huinan interpretation of reality, but also the lnanner in which we construct 
social relations and, if we accept the partial social construction of a person, the 
construction of hu~nan nature. Consequently, they counter Reinhold Niebuhr's 
account of a "fixed human nature" by claiming that cl~anges in the social 
e~mviron~nent (preferable in a less coercive direction) also make possible the 
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developnne~~t of Iiuma~l nature (1 50-5 1). Thus, the contrast between different 
ethical research progralns concerns not just different interpretations but also 
diverse social realities, from the level of different con~structions of empirical 
experiments up to the formation of institutiom~al organizations. Of course, such 
fieedoim is not unlimited (even though it is difficult to deter~nine the limitations 
fbr social hterrelation). But the more one accentuates freedom and consequetTtly 
its possible misuse, the more difficult it will become to instill a uliiversal law- 
like character in social orga~lizations. And if one follows the logic of a kenotic 
theology, it would even seem part of the divine strategy to renoullce coercive 
i~~terference in social life in order to uphold the One ratiolial order. In a~lalogy 
with a vulnerable God, a non-Constantiniali and non-coercive morality (as 
well as ontology) must focus on self-limitation and vul~lerability and, thus, on 
colltingency and openness. 

In the final stage, Murpl~y and Ellis also recogiliae the rather restricted 
result of their scientific argumentation: "Note that this same accowt of divine 
action, i~ lc ludi~~g the emphasis on hunna~l freedom, makes it entirely reasol~able 
to expect that there should be a variety of accounts of uitilaate realitgi, many in 
conflict with our own" (250). This is surely a reasol~able prophecy about the 
future of ethical discourse. With such prospects, it seems incontestable that all 
social and ethical theories include not only strict scientific arguments. Ethics is 
also a matter of persuasion (of faith) stirred by BBsciliation with the intrinsic 
beauty avid goodliess of the final purpose one has chosen. Such an aesthetic 
judg~neizt is not at all subjectivism, but neither can it be fornialized in ""normal" 
scientific categories and rational epistemologies. 

1s there then any reason to count ethics among the sciences? Like 
Murphy and Ellis, I think it is mandatopy that ethics participates in the crucial 
debate about management, goals and olltological convictions withill scientific 
discourse. Yet, for the voice of a ml~~ority tlne most impodant task is perhaps 
to explicate the laoral practice of science and to show that things taken to be 
"11atura1~~ are not always as self-evident as supposed. Thus it is essential that 
ethics, even in its non-conformist position, not accept being relegated to a 
vdell-defined ghetto without relevance for the realm of nahral and social studies. 
To some extent Murphy and Ellis provide reasonable arguments for the ethical 
being among tile sciences. Yet, an ethical position focused on the cross will 
probably assure that the presence of the ethical among the sciel~ces never 
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beco~nes comfortable. More than these authors acknowledge, it seems 
reasonable to predict that the moral constmctions of a cross-marked c o m u i ~ i t y  
will remain at the margins of the wider stories told in our present society (like 
a prophet at the margins of a great empire). Still, it is as urgent as ever to 
palticipate in the common quest and struggle for the true "social embodiment" 
even among the sciences. 
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The Theological Foundations of Deliverance Healing 

Lawrence Burkf2older 

In early December of 1994,I discovered that a parishiollier in my co~~gregation 
was suffering from dernoilic oppressions. This person had received Jesus 
Christ as Savior and I had baptized her tile previous Easter. Now, after three 
a~nbulal~ce trips in two days to the local hospital, she was in the psychiatric 
ward suffering from seizures, edaaustion, and the awareness of a presence in 
her that was tl-rreatening, malicious, and dangerous. Little did she know that 
this signalled the begin~~ing of inner healing and the expulsio~a of many evil 
spirits. Much less did I know that it also launched a personal odyssey which 
wouid take me into three symbiotic experiences: the hands-on pastoral practice 
of what is usually called 'deliverance ministry';' a major theological research 
project i~iquiring into the dernonizatioii and exorcism of persons from ara 
Anabaptist-Mennonite per~pective;~ and an intense and life-threatening battle 
with evil spirits in my own life. 

These varied influences have deeply shaped my present understanding 
of the spiritual, theological, and pastoral foundations which undergird the 
Christian practice of deliverance (exorcistic) healing. Though evil spirits - 
de~noiis - 2nd their expulsion are widely rooted in scripture, church tradition, 
antl~ropologgr, and even political Isist~ry,~ exorcism's profile in Mennonite circles 
is peripheral at best. It's true that there are several acknowiedged pioneers in 
deliveral~ce rni~listny amongst Anabaptist-Menno~~ites~~ but candor still forces 
us to admit that exorcism is rarely even on the margins of col~gregational and 
i~~stitutio~lal life. 

Consequently, iny purpose in this article is to demystify exorcism by 
demonstrating its coherel~ce with the center line of God's universal saving and 
cleansing work in creation which is being accomplished tlirough Jesus Christ. 

Lawrei~ce Burkholder is n writer a ~ d  ordained pastor within tile Mennonite 
Conference of Eastern Canada. He holds grudzrate degrees porn the Universib 
of Toronlo (MA. Historjy andporn Comad Grebe1 College (iWnsfer ofTheologica1 
Studies) in Fa/uterloo, Onfcrrio. 
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In the light of scripture's assertion that evil is rooted in the rebellion of Satan 
and his fallen angels, the expulsion of de~nonic spirits fro111 people is analogous 
to God's cleansilag of evil from the whole of creation. This cleansing and 
restorational work is a direct outcome of Jesus' death and resurrection, and is 
a rnir~istry which Jesus mandates us to co~~tinue today. 1 believe it is extre~nely 
irnportallt that Menno~~ites - who wish to proclaim their collgregations as 
"Communities of Heating and - include deliverance healing as part of 
the ministry package. 

1 will develop this healing theme under three headings. In part one, I 
exami~~e various Me~rnonite understandings of derno~iic evil, focusing especially 
upon the personalistic view which is prerequisite to deliverance healing. Part 
two is a biblical-clilmical analysis of the entry points by which evil spirits gain 
access to the human personality. In part three, I outline how God's provision 
for deliverance healing is rooted explicitly in Jesus' alonemellt. 

Mennonite interpretations of the demonic 

Contennporary Anabaptist-Menno~~ite assessfnent of the biblical demonic data 
has generated three major lines of interpretation. The first and most predominant 
follows the work of John Howard Yoder and his translatiol~ of Hendrik 
Berkhof's book Christ and the Powers. In atranslator's epilogue, Yoder calls 
his o m  book, The Politics ofJesus, "little more than an expansion of Berkhof's 
analy~is."~ Plerkhof interpreted nine New Testament epistolary 6powersy texts 
to be a description of the subjection of humans to social structures when these 
systems are in active oppositio~l to their God-given creational matidate of 
nourishing hu~nan co~nmuni(y.~ He denied botIn the powers9 supematnaral and 
intrinsically evil character: ""The Powers belong to human experience, within 
wl~ich God works to preserve, reconcile, and fiilfill."S This structuralist view 
has taken over ~nainstream Mellnonite demonolo=, as witness the 1995 
Cor?Jcession of Faith in a iWerzr?oi-rife Perspective. Article 7,  "Sin,' states that 
""By our sin, we open ourselves to the bondage of demonic  power^."^ The 
article then defines these powers in strictly structural terms. 

We may make two observations about this understa~~ding of the demonic. 
To begin with, it clear?y echoes the classical Greek definition of the demonic 
as a force which might be either evil or good." Thougla the Greeks believed in 
real personal demons, and Walter Wink, following Berkhof, holds that the 
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demonic is a zeitgeist, an impersonal driving force that impels the system,11 
the crucial point is that each sees the demonic as ethically, morally, and spiritually 
variable. In this specific sense, it is fair to say that demons-as-structures 
applies a pre-Christian defil~ition to a postmodern world. What is especially 
intriguing about this is that the demons-as-structures approach is based on the 
assumption that the personalistic view of demons in scriptirre must be 
dennphologizedto fit a modern scientific ~vorldview.~~ So the 'Berkhof School' 
selectively and inconsistently demythologizes. On the one hand, it denies the 
Greek and biblical view of demons9 real personal existence. On the other 
hand, it accepts the Greek view of demons' moral variability, and in so doing 
it rejects the emerging biblicai view, which by the New Testament period 
perceived demons as connpletely evil. 

In addition, and very significantly, the reinterpretation of clemons-as- 
structures has arisen out of the historical context o f f  entieth-ce~~tury political 
and social violence. The Berldrof School is rooted in an earlier book by Heinrich 
Schlier, Pr i~cbal i t ies  and Powers in the New Testament. Schlier's original 
essay wrestled with the Russian Revolution and Mitler's rise between the two 
world wars.'3 In turn, Berkhof's work was an effort to u~~derstand WW %I; 
b d e r  wrote during the Vietnam W r ;  and Wink was struggling to explain 
institutiolaalized Latin A~rmerican violence in the 1980s. 

Now, there can be no doubt that mentieah-century systemic evil demands 
a theological interpretive grid. But does this require us to dispense wit21 demons- 
as-personal-beings in favor of demons-as-structures? No, The sounder 
approach is to do good social systems analysis out of a profound regard for 
the degree to which Satan's hierarchies of personal demons operate behind 
and within tlae people in structures (Eph. 6: 12). This positions the data more 
clearly into its alllhropological, sociological, and theologicaT strata. Apart from 
such a correction, we are left with a thorougln-going structuralist reinterpretation 
ofthe biblical materials which c a n ~ ~ o t  withstand tlae biblical, theological, and 
clinical evidence suppo&ing the delmonic oppressiol~s of persons.'" 

The second Anabaptist-Menno~~ite uiaderstandi~~g of the demonic is 
found in the theoretical constructs of moderia depth psychology. Demons in 
psychoanalgitic terms are "bad ego introjects," that is, objects created inntern~ally 
by the psyche which represent real-life negative experiences. Since these 
psyclaic complexes - or objects - are self-created by the person, tlae goal of 
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psychoanalytic 'exorcism' is to re-integrate all the objects, whether good or 
bad, into the persona's core conascious ideratity. 

When this model is trailsferred to the Mennonite context, the result is 
an analysis like Paul Miller's The BevilDidl\iot Make nile Do It. 111 that book, 
in a section called "Pastoral Care of Dennonized Perso~ls," Miller lists fifteen 
caveats which, by placing restrictions on Christia~~ exorcism, effectively serve 
to label it as unreal and thus ensure its  on-practice. The real exorcist is the 
psychiatrist: 

Any competent psychiatrist can diagnose many weird phe~~ollnena 
in personalitgi . . . . If in addition to being thoroughly trained 
psychiatrists they are also commil-ted Christians, they probably 
will combine ferven~t prayers with their therapeutic care, even 
though they know the psychiatric diag~~ostic terms for all the 
phenomena, which exorcists insist are purely demonic.15 

Miller's denial ofthe reality of demonic spirits reflects another strand 
of 1970s Anabaptist theology. For example, Melanorrite missionary- 
anthropologist Don Jacobs wrote of his East African ministry that "in my 
experience, the general feeliiig alllong missio~~aries is that even if there should 
be an exorcism ritual, it would silnply be a farce because that which it seeks to 
exorcise doesn't exist.99'GAnd Paul Hiebert, referring to his time as a lnissionary 
in India, acknowledged that he had excluded the ~niddle level of supernatural 
but this-worldly beings and forces from his world vie\^.^' 

The net "Lheore"rica1 result of tlae secular psychoanaiytic approach is to 
define out of existe~lce true Christian exorcisn~ of real supranor~nai evil 
spirits. Even more to the point, the net therapeutic result is that persons 
troubled by these real deinons are left to suffer when the genuine solution - 
the power of Jesus Christ to break demonic bo~adages - is available. 

The bird Mmenno~aite inteqretation of demons is that they are evil spirits. 
In their study of five North American Anabaptist-Mennonite denominatio~~s 
(published in 199 I), J. Howard Kauffinam and Leo Driedger found that 90 
percent of respondents agreed M ith the statement that "Satan is an active, 
personal devil ."I8 This is impressive, if for no other reason than that a ~narginally 
lower nu~aaber of Mennonites believed in God. and in Jesus' laumaniq aal~d 
divinity, (88 percent each) than in Satan! If, though, we also place it alongside 
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the earlier comrnents about the 1970s-era Anabaptist-Mennonite dismissal of 
evil spirits, we are left with questions such as these: Do Menno~mites believe in 
a Satan who has no demon -Followers? Was Mennlollite opinion changed during 
the course of one generation? Is there a disj~rnction between missio~laries of 
the '40s and pew-sitters of the '90s? 

Part of the sol ratio^^ to this anomaly lies in achowledging the influetlce 
of feuldamentalism on Mennonite theology. Rodney Sawatsky writes that 
""bbweeen 1908 and 1944, Fundarnentalisrn became the decisive theological 
force within the '0OIdq Mennonite Church . . . ."I9 The significance of 
fundamentalism's influe~lce on Mennonites7 doctrine of evil spirits is that 
ftlndamentalism leaves no room for demonlization of Christians. This is the 
case, whether on dispensational groullds (the age of exorcism is past), or 
because conversion by definition exorcizes the demonic, or - as a corollary - 
because the Holy Spirit cannot co-exist with demons in a person. So it is 
theologically possible within this system for a person to believe in Satan and 
in de~nons who have a true ontological reality, but to still deny the role of 
deliverance healing. 

The situation is more coinplex than this, however. I noted earlier the 
unsympatlmetic reception that exorcisn~ received from Menllonites durillg the 
1970s; but during the same period, one segment within the Anabaptist- 
Mennonite conlmunity acknowledged the truth of evil spirit possession. In a 
section titled ""Deliverarlce and Exorcism," the 1975 Mennonite Church Study 
Guide for The Holy Spirit in the Life ofthe Church said, ""Sometimes people 
are suspected of being possessed by an evil spirit. . . . When this occurs, 
exorcism is called for . . . ."20 

Thus, contemporary Menl~ollites are actually confi-onted by four 
theologies ofthe demonic. Den~ons-as-strucbres and demons-as-ego-inmects 
are well-difirentiated beliefs with deep roots in rationalistic worldviews; but 
we must split the category of detnons-as-personal-bei11gs into two. The f7rst 
option, "demons can't inhabit us because we're Christians," was inherited 
from fundamentalismn. The second alter~iative, ""demons can inlabit us and 
need expulsion," comes at least partially through the charismatic renewal 
stream. 

In summing up Mennonite understandings of the dernonic, we turn to 
Jesus Christ llimseJf as the final arbiter. Though the Old Testament has many 
references to demons,21 and though it was largely in the inter-testamental 
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period that a full-fledged demonoloa arose,22 Meniionites hold Jesus to be 
normative. Whe11 we turn to his testimony, we find co~npetling reasons to 
take evil spirits seriously. The gospel of John four times (728; 8.48; 8:52; 
10:28) cites the crowds' decision that Jesus is himself demonized. There are 
seven exorcis~ns aEributed to Jesus, plus some eight parallels in the synoptic 
gospels.23 However, on other occasions, the text states that Jesus exorcised 
"many," as in Matt. 8: 16 and Luke 6: 18. Luke 8:2 refers to several unna~ned 
women whom Jesus had exorcised and who had become part of his entourage. 
111 addition, the exorcism of M a ~ y  Magdalene is not described but is mentioned 
&vice. Then we add the deliverance missions on which Jesus sent the disciples. 
Along with a11 of these data, we note that Mark, the author of the earliest 
gospel, devotes about one-third of his material to exorcistic empl~as i s .~~  

Jesus' convictiol~s about the demonic are given direct expression in the 
proto-commission of Luke 9: 1-2 (cf. Matt. 10: 1; Mark 6 2 )  irr which the very 
definition of the kingdom of God is couched in exorcistic language. ""Then 
Jesus called the twelve together and gave them power and authority over all 
demons and to cure diseases, and he sent them out to proclaim the kingdom 
of God and to heal." Bt may make ~ t s  flinch, but Jesus clearly put deliverance 
healing on his followers9 agenda as a central sign of the kingdom's reality. 
From all this, we can fairly say that not only did Jesus believe in evil spirits 
and treat them as real creatures complete with names, emotions, social 
organization, and the capacity to afflict people. We must also acknowledge 
that he intends that his disciples of every age take up this healing ministry. 

Hence, evil spirits are not relics of a tnagicaf, superstitious, pre-modem 
worldview, but real, evil, supernatural germs which need to be cleansed from 
their huanan carriers by the loving, restoring, powerf~iI healing of the Lord 
Jesus Christ. So, while deliverance and exorcisan are often characterized by 
the language of spiritual warfare, they are simply the healing prayer and 
coullsellillg means by which evil spirits are expelled from the individual so 
plagued. Deliverance healing is a wholesom~e millistry which is a part of the 
broader aspects of the healing of our spiritual, emotional, and pl~ysical traumas. 

Demonic entay points into the human personality 

Duriiig the iatter part of the nil-keteenth centug-, a major dbcils of the nascent 
discipline of psychoanalysis was to develop a theoretical explanation for the 



pl-renomenon of the possessive states syndrome. Williana James, in cementing 
on the possibility that delnonic possessio~~ might really occur, said in his Lowell 
Lectures of 1896, ""l there are devils, if tlaere are supernatural powers, it is 
through the cracked self that they enter."25 

111 the intervening decades, Christian pastoral theology has co~~tinued to 
gather insight into these cracks. Viflually all healeriexorcists propose composite 
lists of entry points ranging from four to six such portals per analyst,26 but I 
suggest that a more systematic approach begins by distinguishing volitional 
from 11on-volitional doorways, Volitional entry points depend on the fact that 
in some way the invaded person has made choices whicll give permission for 
demonic ingress. Non-volitional doonvays are defined as afflictio~ls in which 
the sufferer is victimized in some sense by demonic attacharnents over which 
(§)he has had little if any control. Zll the fo'ollowing discussiora, I analyze each of 
these two categories in terms of their components. 

According to Its prevalence and negative spiritual powers, the first 
volitional doorway is personal il~voivement in, or exposure to, occult practices. 
The Latin verb occultare ~neans 'to hide from sight5 and in its noun form 
occultus stands for that which is not easily understood, revealed, or 
apprehended. It lypically deals with super-rational phenomena: "the appearances 
which reach over illto the metaphysics and the metaplaysical sphere, [and] the 
relationships between the visible and the supersensible reaI~n."~' Magic is 
closely related and is the "anernpt to know and rule the spirit world, human, 
animal and plant world as well as dead matter in an extrasensoy way with the 
help of secret means and ceremonie~.~'?~ A partial alphabetical listing of magical 
and occultic phenolne~la ilicludes astral travel, astrology, autoanatic writing, 
clairvoyance, clairsentience, divination,29 levitation, materialization, oirija 
boards, psychic healing, and spiritism. 

North American Anabaptists in several streams - Amish, Old Order, 
Old Me~anonite, Brethren in Christ - have histories of explicit occu1t activities. 
These include psychic heali~~g of hunna~as and animals, fire letters, white magic 
claarming and black magic hexing, water divination, crop fertility ani~nal 
sacrifices, and wide-ranging fe t i s l~ i sm.~~  Divination and tlie ouija board are 
still part of modern Mellnonaite occultism, and have been joined by such 
contemporary practices as therapeutic touch, acupuncture, refIexology, 
iridology, psychic diagn~oses, and n~agnetic and copper bracelet alnulets 
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(fetishes). All modem alternative tlierapies with New Age roots claim to realigl~ 
the body's inner energies andlor balance tl~ern with the unaiverse's life force. 
Depending on the occult system and its cultural roots, there are some ninety 
psycl~ic energy terms which purport to unlock these alleged energie~.~'  A few 
examples are yrana (Hinduism), chi (Taoism), n?arza (Hawaiian shamanism), 
avrirjzal magvretisn~ (Franz Allton Mesmer), orgone (psychologist Wilhel~n 
Reich), ku~~dalini  (Indian yogic), bio-energy (a term preferred by Westerners 
who want to downplay Eastern ~nyst ic ism),~~ and elec2;ricity (Anabaptist- 
Menl~oni te char~ning). 

Why is occultisn~ prohibited in scripture? Research has sl~own that 
people engage in occultic activities for three reasons: to gain power or 
k ~ o w l e d g e , ~ ~  to increase self esteem,34 or to feed their narcissistic In 
New Testament terms, these stand in direct opposition to the outcomes of 
being filled with the Holy Spirit: psychological hlfillment (rigl~teousness, peace, 
a id  joy, Rom. 14: 17); power endowment (miracles, healing, discernmel~t of 
spirits, 1 Cor. 1219-10); and God's actual presence within (Rom. 7:9-11,14) 
which leads to loving service to others. In Old Testanlent terms, occultisnl is 
the direct breaking of the first two commandments, "You shall have no other 
gods before me.  . . . you shall not make for yourself an idol." Thus at one and 
the same time, occultism accepts the false as a substitute for t i e  genuine and 
is a direct rebellio~l agai~lst God and becomes subject to God ' s judg~nen t~~~  

In Jainesian language ofthe craclted self, one aspect ofthis judg~nent is 
that God permits the demonic to enter persons whose God-ordained psychic 
boundaries have been compromised by occ~altism. At the most fundannental 
level, as soon as one turns away from God to occult idolatly, the psyche is 
perforated and emotional and mental difficulties will result. When does occult 
exposure result in demonic habitation? \Ve might as miell ask, When does 
sexual intercourse result in pregna~lcy? This is not mere flippancy, for in either 
case the act invites the result. Contrary to sexual intercourse, though, wl~ich 
may never produce pregnallcy, occult i~stercourse always produces its demonic 
progeny the end. For, as Charles Mraft says, '"nvite a demon, wl~ether 
consciously or unconsciously, and you get a demon . . . ."37 

The second cause of volitior~al demonic entry is serious or besetting 
sin. A prime biblical example is that of King Saul, whose vendetta against 
David was driven by the sin of envy of David's popularity ( I  Sam. 18:$-10). 
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Saul's life was akin to a Greek tragedy, as lse tumbled from the pi~snacEe of 
being anointed Israel's first king to the abyss of probable demoniaation which 
we observe in his fits of anger, murder, fear, witchcrak, and suicide. Though 
the potential scope of triggering sins may seem endless, sins such as 
unforgiveness, pride, rebellion, murder, hatred of others, self-hatred, substance 
abuse, lust, and illicit sexual practices are especially likely to be attaching 
points for the demonic.i8 It is significant that each of these is prominellt in 
scripture: not ge~~erally as identified entry points for the demonic - though 2 
Cor. 2: 10-1 1 links unforgiveness to Satan's wiles and Eph. 4.25-29 warns that 
festering anger gives Satan entsy- but as sins which are major offences against 
God and people. 

Wow does sill create a crack in the self which the demonic can use to 
gain entry into a person? Francis MacNuE thinks that "it is as if the person's 
sinning has, over a period of time, built a kind of home that the spirit can enter 
and feel welcome in while it tempts or aggravates ally natural weakness to 
which the person has already surrendered."" When we examine this in more 
detail, we observe a colltinuum which moves from the thought of colrmmifiing 
a sinhl  act, to choice, to habit, to loss of control, then to bondage and finally 
almost total co~ltrol by the demonic. Ed Murphy, whose schema this is, locates 
evil supernaturalistic influence at the points of the original temptational thought 
and then after demonic entry when the evil spirits produce bondage and near- 
total control in severe cases." The key is that sin, whether repetitive and 
venial or one-time and rn~rtal,"~ provides a potential demonic entry-point if it 
remains uncollfessed and unforgiven. 

The third volitional de~nonic entry point may be labelled circumstantial 
entry, an ~u~nbrella label which describes several types of access. It can involve 
trarlsferral froin spouse to or parent to child;43 as well as unguarded 
exposure to infested locations or objects:? involvement with false religion~,4~ 
severe non-rituai abuse,46 and some other lesser kinds. While we may wish to 
argue that at least some of these are cases of victimization and hence not 
volition~al at all, upon investigation each of them reveals some chosen act of 
the will which opened a pennission-granting fissure in the self. 

I turn now to non-volitional doo~vays as the second general category of demonic 
entry points. Qfthe two cha~~nels in this stream, the first is multi-generational 



occultism and sin; the second is sadistic or satanic ritual abuse. Each ofthese 
is controversial - in fact, the very existence of aspects of each is denied - but 
they are nonetheless the sources of some of the heaviest demoalic oppressio~ls 
that exist. 

The tl~eological roots for multi-generational demonic transmission are 
found in an ii~terlockiimg set of Old Testalllent citations. Tlnese creedo-for~lllula~' 
texts are Ex. 20:5-6 (cf. Deut. 5:9-10); Ex. 34:6-7; Deut. 7:9-10; Num. 14: 18; 
and Jer. 32: 18. Their comlnon afirmatio~~s are that God blesses those obedient 
to his sovenallt to the thousandth gelleration but that disobedience produces 
guilt to the third and fourth generations. Thougl~ there are a. few textual 
variatio~ns within these s~riptures,"~ Joie KraSovec concludes that "in the end, 
one has to admit that the interpretation in the sense of illherited guilt is 
unavoidable. . . . Interpretatio~zs to the contrary are too partial and one-sided 
to be convincing. They have insufficient Linguistic and theological support. . . 
.'949 And again, "We have a more or less Gxed retributiol~ 

In Light of the fact that other Old Testament texts teach the doctrine of 
personal accountabiliQ (Gen. 18:23; the Mosaic Holiness codes; Job 2 1 : 19- 
30; Jer. 3 1 :29-30; Ezek. 18: 1-41, various interpretations have been devised in 
response to this paradox. Some hold that guilt in Israel began as collective and 
trans-generational but developed over time into personal a~countability.~' 

This, however, is not tenable, since the doctrines of both multi- 
generational guilt and personal accountabiliw are present from Israel's earliest 
history.52 Other critics suggest that the issue is one of tkeodicy and that, in Jer. 
3 1~28-3 1, Lam. 5:7, and Ezek. 18, the exiles are alleging that God is unjust for 
unfairly punishing them for tile sins of their ancestors.53 However, in 32: 18, 
Seremiall himself repeats the decaiog~al formula, "You show love to thousands, 
but bring the punishment for the fathers9 sins into the laps of the childreil after 
them." For his part, Ezekiel also knew that ancestral sin really had played a 
huge role in bringiilg Israel to its current state of divine judgme~lt (cf. Ezek. 
16; 20; 23). Finally, some propose that the exilic prophets taught personal 
accouxltability as an antidote to an ethical passivity where people threw up 
their hands and said, If it ail depends on our ancestors, how can our decisions 
change ar~ytlling? This cytaicisn-n is captured by the proverb, "the fathers eat 
sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge" (Ezek. 18:2 and Jer. 
3 1 :29).54 
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As we look atthe broader scriptural context, we observe that the multi- 
ge~~eratioilal guilt formula was well known within Israel across Inany centuries 
of its history, and was the stated basis by which God exercised punni"ive justice.5s 
A pre-exilic example is Josiah, who asked Huldah the proplletess if the Mosaic 
covenant pril~ciples ofblessings and curses still pe~ained. God's answer came 
tl~rougl~ Huldah in 2 Chron. 34:24-25, 

Thus says the Lord, the God of Israel: "Tell t11e man who sent you 
to me . . . I will indeed bring disaster upon this place and upon its 
illhabitants, all the curses that are written in the book. . . . Because 
they have forsaken me and have made offerings to other gods, so 
that they have provoked me to anger with all the works of their 
hands, my wrath will be poured out on this place and will not be 
quenched." 

God's illtention to bring the covenant curses to pass upon Israel is 
stated again in Isa. 65:7, ' ' h i l l  indeed repay into their laps their iniquities 
[personal accountability] and their ancestors9 iniquities [a~~cestral guilt] together, 
says the Lord." Similarly, Ezekiel, after pronouncing oracles against Israel's 
blatant idolatry and the false prophets and proplletesses who promised 
deliverance, gave the word of the Lord in 16: 1-4 that Jerusalem's abominations 
were deeply rooted in her A~norite and Hittite "parental lineage.' Using the 
images of u~nbilical cord and afi-erbilfh, Ezekiel continues, "'On the day you 
were born your navel cord was not cut, nor were you washed with water to 
cleanse you. . . ." Israel suffered from a congenital birth defect inherited from 
the pollution of the former inlrabita~~ts of the Band; it harbored a spiritual 
contat~linant which had never been cleansed. The irony, of course, is that 
Israel's claim to the land was predicated exactly on the principle that the 
previous peoples had been evicted when their cup of guilt overflowed.j6 

Awareness of multi-generational guilt is visible also in several promine~lt 
instances of actual acki~owledgement of ancestral sins. Nehemiah (16-Y), 
Jerernial~ ( 3 2 5 ;  14:20), and Daniel (94-19) each explicitly confesses Israel's 
sin of covenant-breaking and organically links present offenses (persolla1 
accountability) with those of their foreparents (ancestral guilt). These 
confessional prayers reflect the theology of Lev. 26140-42, where, God 
promises, ""If&ey confess theit. hiquity [personal accountability] and the iniquity 
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of their ancestors [al~cestral guilt]. . . if then their uncircumcised heart is 
humbled and they make amends for their iniquity, then will I re~nember my 
covenant with Jacob . . . ." 

The theology of multi-generatiot1a1 guilt and retributive punishnnent was 
well-known to Jesus. When the disciples question the cause of illl-iess of the 
man born blind (Jol-in. 9: 1-7) - whether his own sin or his parents'j7 - Jesus 
replied "neither" on; as Leon Morris adds, "in this case."'js For Jesus does mot 
deny the principle of multi-generational guilt; he simply gives a third option 
which is operative in this instance, "to reveal the glory of God." However, if J. 
6). M. Derrel-i: is right, in Mark 3: 1-6 Jesus directly employs the doctrine of 
multi-generational guilt and God's retributioll in his healilrg of the man with 
the withered hand. Derrett argues persuasively that this healing is directly 
connected to the blessing-curse tl~eology of Deut. 28:22, where wastillg disease 
is stated as an outcslne of covenant disobedience.j9 Jesus, says Derrett, uses 
the man's withered hand as a midrash (commentary) on the Deut. text, which 
reads, ""The Lord will strike you with wasting disease . . . ." (NIV).60 Thus for 
Jesras, while the Jews' presenting issue is sabbath observance, the real problem 
is the synagogue's collective accumulated guilt for disloyalty to Yahweh by 
refusing to heal and do good on every day, a guilt physically evident in the 
man's withered hand. 

However, Jesus5 most explicit word on multi-generational guilt is found 
in Matt. 2355 (cf. Luke 11:50-5 1). He categorically tells the Pharisees and 
teacliers of the law that upon them will come "all the righteous blood" spilled 
from Abel to Z e ~ h a r i a h , ~ ~  a Genesis-to-Revelation prophecy we take to be 
fulfilled irr the destructio~~ of Jerusalem by Titus in 66 G.E. The actual phrase 
in Matt. 23:32, ""FiHI up, then, the lneasure of your  ancestor^,^' implies that 
God's toleration is self-limited, after which both ancestral and present sin 
overflow together in divine judgment. Even if we allow for rhetorical flourish, 
Jesus9 words carry a grave warning about multi-generational guilt which must 
not be disregarded. 

The whole question may be sulnmarized by granting that persolla1 
accountabili9 and trans-generational guilt, rather than being muhally exclusive 
categories, are continually present in dynainic interactio~~ in the larger biblical 
witness. Consequently, each plays a crucial role in deliverance healing. On the 
one hand, uncolsfessed and ullforgiven cross-generational guilt derived from 
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ancestral sins like occultism, gross idolatly, dedications to Satan, murder, illicit 
sexuality, and emotion-compIexes such as ragelhatredlanger gives evil spirits 
access to persons. Conversely, a personal decision to take the spiritual steps 
needed will end this transmissional process. Termination is made possible by 
the new covenant of Holy Spirit hearl-indwelling ushered in by Jesus' death 
and resurrection. But contrary to orthodoxy's assumption that multi- 
generational guilt terlnination took effect iiz toto at Calvary - here especially 
citing Gal. 3: 10,1 362 - discharge of deeply rooted cross-generational guilt awaits 
action by the Living in every generation. Even as coilversioln is a choice, so too 
is the cutting of ancestral guilt. Both are dependent on the new covenant of 
Jesus Christ, but neither happens involu~ltarily. In other words, the temii~ation 
of ancestral guilt is not a fu~lction of con17ersion but of sa~lctificatio~~ It fits 
naturally within the framework of the Christian's growth in l~o l iness .~~  

At this stage, we have identified what KraSovec calls the creedo-fonnula 
of multi-ge~leratio~lal guilt, observed some prominent collfessions of ancestral 
sins and noted several instances in both Testaments where this tl~eology is 
visible. Wow, though, does this data account for the deliverallce healing claim 
that multi-generational guilt is directly implicated in de~nonic entry into the 
human personality? The answer is to be found in biblical curse theology. 

Curses are first spoken (by God) in Gen. 3 upon the serpel~t and the 
ground, although we may legitimately refer to human death as the original 
curse. A biblical curse is not just a colorful, metapl~orical way of describing 
God's judgment against sin; it is an imprecation with the i ~ ~ h e r e ~ l t  power of 
carrying itself into effect.64 When spoken against Israel - and bear in mind 
that God or God's servants pronounce the curse in 143 of 202 biblical citations65 
- curses have the express purpose of activating retribution in the believing 
communiq after persistent covenant d i s~bed ience .~~  This is the pattern in 
Deut. 27: 15-26, where we find a dodecalogue of curses whicla are activated 
by specific sins. Tiae blessings and curses were spoken by the twelve tribes as 
evidence of their acceptallce of God's covenant renewal terms. To reinforce 
the need for Israel to keep these moral and spiritual promises, Deut. 28 promises 
the rewards in rather general terms but davelIs on the penalties in excruciating 
detail. 

The two following scriptural illustrations show curse tl~eology in action. 
The first iravolves the tribes of kevi and Simeon, who were cursed by Jacob 



for their violence and bloodshed against Shechem the Hivite. In &e subsequer~t 
exodus and occupation histories, Sixneon slowly sank into ob l iv i~n ,~ '  lost its 
population, and had its lai~d territoy absorbed by Ephraim and Manasseh. 
'The tribe is mentioned only once in scripture after the Exile. By comparison, 
i11 the first census the Levile males, who were counted above the age of one 

totalled a mere 22,000 m u m .  3~39)  but by the next had increased 
slightiy (Num. 26:62). In addition, while Silneona lost all its Iai~d, Levi was 
allocated fom-ei&t villages, although six of these were cities of refuge mum. 
35:6-7). Later Jewish history saw the Levites in faithful temple service; 
Josephus puts the ~~unnber of first-centuuy A.D. Levite priests at 2Q,000.69 
Modern chomosomal tests show that the continuity ofthe Aasonic line through 
Levi has conti~~ued until today.'O 

Why the different outcomes in the curse against these two tribes? 
Because when Israel fashio~~ed the Golden Calf at Sinai, and incited Moses9 
angry challenge, ""Whoever is for the Lord, come to me," vie read, "a11 the 
Levites rallied to him" (Ex. 32:26). Deut. 33:9-10 goes further, recording 
Moses' praise of the Levites for having watched over God's word, guarded 
his covenant (both past tense), and teaching (present tense) his precepts to 
Israel. Levi repented and reversed (cut) the curse; Sirneon did not anmd was no 
more. 

The second case involves just one family. In Josh. 626,  Joshua, in 
God's name, cursed any rebuilder of Jericho by specifying that the life ofthat 
~ma~m's firstborn son be forfeited: "Ci~rsed before the Lord be anyone who 
tries to build this city- this Jericho! At the cost of his firstbona he shali lay its 
foundatiol~ . . . ." The fulfillment came 550 years later in 1 Kings 16:34, "In 
his days, Hiel of Bethel built Jericho; he laid its foundation at the cost of 
Abirann his firstborn and set up its gates at the cost of his youllgest son Segub, 
according to the word of the Lord, which he spoke by Joshua son of Nun."7' 

The precedillg discussion shows how the Old Testament frequently 
explains God's judgment in terms of curses. In emphasizing God's use of 
curses to enforce moral and spiritual order, Allan P. Ross writes that a "curse 
was a means of seeing that the will ofYallweh was executed in divinejudg~nent 
on anyone profalling what was sacred." Further, he says, Cod personally 
"would place the ban on the individual, khirs brillging about a paralysis of 
lnovement or capabilities normally associated with a bles~ing.'~ Ross's 'paralysis 
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of movement" phrase is highly suggestive, and enteflains more tlzan one 
imiterpretation. It may perllaps be seen as God withholdir~g some of t l~e  possible 
actualities which might otherwise emerge,73 characterized as a "long evil arm 
stretched out fro111 the past" which "may trip you as you walk,"74 or visualized 
more literally as the angel of the Lord who executes Cod's cursive command, 
as in the divine response to King David's census in 2 Sam. 24: 16. 

Various meciaanisms may help to account for the functioning of this 
paralysis across the generations: engrams (imprints) carried by a Jungian-style 
clan uncon~cious ,~~ genetics,76 false religio~a,~' attachment of evil spirits to 
objects and land  location^,'^ and direct transfer fiom one person to another 
down the family line. Family systems theory which focuses on dysfuiactional 
learned repetitive behaviors79 can be laelpful in understanding direct demonic 
transfers which occur because of cross-ge~lerationai emotional wounding. In 
sucLa cases, genogranls (schematical family trees) can help identie recurring 
spiritual, behavioral, medical, emotional, and psychological patterns which 
may be havens for evil spirits. The internixing of causations is both subtle and 
profound, as, for instance, beheell psychological scripting and spirihnal curses. 
Larry Constantine writes of scripting which "may describe and seem to program 
entire Iife It is not difficult to reframe this as the outworking of 
biblical curses which have been set in motion by the sorts ofmulti-generatatio~lal 
sin triggers which 1 discussed earlier. 

One caveat in family systems theory is its foundational dependence on 
analogical evolutiol~ary bio-modelling. A case in point is Edwin Friednna~l, who 
irzterprets a striking case study ofthree generations of female infentility, early 
inale death, and emotionally starved relationships in purely 6protoplasmic' 
terms. By this he means that the pherzoinena are deeper than even the 
subconscious and, based on 66emotional process," the obsemed psychic and 
behavioral patterns "'have an uncanny way of reappearing."S' The term 
'protoplasmic9 reflects tlae Mussay Bowen theorgr that visualizes family systems 
in terms of such basic physical structures of creation as the atom with its 
constellation of l~ucleus and orbiting particlesPs2 Such a protoplas~nic 
expla~~ation seems to imply a deternzinism in relationality, which conflicts with 
the biblical worldview that hunnankind has been created in the relational image 
of freely-shared and received love modelled in God's triune personhood. 

Whatever the transkrence ageracy in specific cases, retributive justice 
curses are set in motion by the types of severe ancestral sins I mentioned 



earlier. Curses track the appropriate social path - family, clan, imatio~m - and 
give the demonic access to the living. While initiator sins may be fairly wide 
ranging, the biblical and counsellilag evidence indicates that explicit idolatry 
and occultisnn are parl-icularly implicated as curse triggers. This reflects the 
first two coinmanldane~lts in Ex. 20~3-4, whose thrust is that God is ajealous 
God \vho will brook no competitors. God's jealous love is repeated in Isa. 
428,  ""My glory I give to no other, nor my praise to idols." 

Explanations for multi-generational demonic oppressionls ill illdividuals 
employ a category of demons called "familiar spirits," whose entry point(s) 
depezmd on curses attaclmed to the family lineeg3 Several biblical translations use 
this term in cofiunction with the strong prohibitions against wizardsy in Lev. 
20:27, Deut. 18:11, and I Sam. 28:3.s4 Familiar spirits re-appear in various 
tra~~slslationas of Isa. 8: 19, where they function as nether spirits who use the 
human host to speak in chirping and muaering voices. lisa. 29:4 also focuses 
on the whispering and clail-pinig speech heard from ""the dead," that is, demons 
impersonating depafied people. 

In the New Testament, Paul's troubles in Philippi (Acts 16: 16) began 
when l-ie cast a for$une-telling spirit from a slave girl. The Greek word used 
here is linked with the term for velltriloquish, rendered by the Sephagint version 
ofthe Old Tesment as "familiar And in light of the several accusatio~~s 
reported ina the gospels that Jesus was in league with the demonic, we note 
Carl Kraeling9s argument that the real allegation is that Jesus practiced 
necromancy, that is, calling on the dead for super~mormal k~crlowledge and power 
over unclean spirits." Kraeling shows that both Herod's and the crowds' 
speculation that Jesus was John the Baptist returned is most logically read not 
as Jesus is John resuscitated, but as Jesus' rnighly works relied for their power 
and authoriq s a p  the departed spirit ofJohn the Baptist (Mark 4: 14-16; 8:28). 
With the knowledge gained in deliverance healing, we would replmrase this to 
say that Jesus was accused of doing his mighty works by the power of a 
hmilar spirit impersonatil~g John the Baptist. 

Deliverance healing literature is replete with cases of multi-ge~~erational 
familiar spirit entry, but the following illustration typifies the genre: 

[A] wolnana who wanted prayer [wanted it] for a relatively ordinary 
problem: she lmad trouble being patiel~t and was easily angered -a 
common hu~rian failing. She was a regular church-goer; in fact, 
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she taught Sunday School. But once we starled to pray, her face 
changed into a snarling mask of rage. Worse yet, this ordinarily 
meek woman started speaking in an altered voice and ii~sulted us. 
Forlunately someone in our group had a gift of discernment and 
said, "This all started irm a black mass said in England hulldreds of 
years ago, when her family was consecrated to Satan."As soon as 
he saidihis, the spirit respo~mded ii~dimantly, "Wlo told you ti~at?'~' 

Finally? we coilsides the second non-volitional ently-poilit for the demonic: 
satanic (sadistic) ritual abuse (SRB)." Major controversies swirl arou~md ritual 
abuse. These include allegations that false memories are implanted by 
incompetent therapists and charges that the 'therapy industry' has a vested 
interest in perpetuating an illness which is culturally defined and created. The 
very existence of Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) is under challenge in 
some quasters. Against all of this stands the testimony of many counsellors 
that people - Christians and non-Christian$ alike - do have psychic lacunae 
which, when uncovered, contain both human and demonic darkness.gg 

Sadistic abuse begins in infancy and early childhood,9o and usually 
results in the disintegration of the self. The outcomes will vistually always be 
forced dissociation, the elnergellce of alters - classic Sarrmesia~l cracks - and 
the arrival of evil spirits. Demons enter because the completely powerless 
victim pleads for help 'from anything out there9 as their psyche fractures; or 
when victims make desperation deals with the deceiving spirits who appear 
and pronlise protection when God seems not to have answered; or when 
doininator persons with occult powers send them into their prey.9i 

W11en we encounter demonic entry by abuse, whether the abuse is 
ritual or not, we recoil at the way in which evil's horrors are perpetrated upor1 
innocent victims. In the language of theodicy, where is God's providence and 
justice to be found in the face of the evil de~nonization of innocent abuse 
victims? Scripture itself acktlowledges evil's voracious appetite for the innocent 
Hebrew children sacrificed to the god Moloch, canl~ibalized during seige 
warfare, or ianmolated by Herodian paranoia. For its part, western church 
history from the Fallless onward contains gross accounts of child exposure, 
abandonment, and outright paid murder.92 SRA's combination of forced 
dissociation and evil spirit impla~~tation is one truly diabolical modern spawn 
of these earlier atrocities. 
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God's soHandiora to demonic oppressions 

All cultures without exception have anempted to manage demonic oppres- 
sions in people. This statermaent is equally true of tribal societiesg%alld world 
religions.94 In the case of the post-Christian west, since psychiatry generally 
repudiates the objective reality of it must diaglose psychic disor- 
ders instead of alien-ego interference or even control.96 However, from the 
perspective of Christial~ healing, our task is not to manage evil spirits but to 
expel them. 

There can be no doubt that during the three years of his ministry, Jesus 
took personal authority over demons, teaching and practici~ig the principle of 
billdi~~g the strong man (Satan) and of pIu~~dering his house (people in bondage). 
His $.numerous exorcisms forced the Pharisees to concede that Jesus exercised 
power over evil spirits, although they slandered him by agributingthis power 
to his ability to khannel' Beelzebub (Matt. 12:22-32). On the other hand, 
when Jesus sent the Twelve and then the Seventyi--0 on preaching and 
healing rnissio~as, their disbelieving and joyful debriefing was, "Lord, even the 
deinons submit to us in your name!'' (Luke 10: 1'7). Nonetheless, any agempt 
to root moder~l deliverance healing solely in Jesus' life lninistry falls fatally 
short of the mark. To claim that Jesus' saving work was not manifest in his 
death but in his life and ministry, and that "we [don't] need folks hallgirrg on 
crosses and blood drippilag and weird stuff'97 is to ignore the center line of 
biblical theology which H stated at the outset. This center line is that evil in the 
fallen creation, including demonic k~festation in persons, can o11Py be cleansed 
through the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

The biblical revelatlo11 of Jesus' aton~ement transcends our urges to 
redirce this doctrine into one favorite interpretatiol~. In fact, there are suppo&i\~e 
so~~slections between each major atone~nent view - Christus Victor, Legal 
Satisfaction, and Moral Influence - and delivera~~ce healing. In the followi~ig 
discussion, I suggest some areas in which these three models can help us 
understand the grounds on which evil spirits may be expelled from a sufferer. 

The early church Fathers held strongly that Eden's sin gave Satan moral and 
legal rights which transferred the human race into his j~ r i sd ic t ion .~~  This 
bondage was broken by Jesus9 death, and the victory won by Jesus over 
Satan is expressed in various texts: '"Now is the judgnlent of this world; izow 
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the ruler of this world will be driven out. And I, when I am lifted up, will draw 
all people to myself9 (John 1 2 3  1-32); ""Me [Jesusj shared the samne things 
[flesh and blood], so that through death he might destroy the one who has the 
power of death, that is, the devil" (IHeb. 2: 14); "[Jesus] gave himselfto deliver 
us from the present evil age" (Gal. 13); and Jesus "disarmed the rulers and 
authorities" on the cross (Col. 2: 1 5).99 Because Jesus9 victory over Satan was 
accomplished in the totality of his ministry, death, and resurrection, God 
exalted Jesus and gave him the name at which every knee in existence shall 
bow (Phif. 29).  Heb. 2:9 adds that by his death Jesus was croulned with glory 
and honor; and both Rom. 8 2 4  and Heb. 1 :3 say that this has placed Jesus at 
God's right hand, that is, the place promised the Messiah in Psalm 110:5. 

The Legal Satisfaction aspect of Jesus9 atone~nent focuses on the 
unbridgeable chasm between God as the holy Other and sinful people which 
truly exists, quite independent of any humail feelings. Anselln of Canterbury 
(1033-1109) gave the theory its medieval shape in his short two-part work 
Cur DeusHonzo ( M y  God Became Man). 111 an insightful perspective on the 
Legal Satisfaction view, John Driver links the Suffering Servant of Isa. 53 
with the Son of Man in the gospels. The suffering servant motif can be traced 
through Jesus9 wl~ole baptism (Matt. 3: 17); Nazareth mission 
procla~nation (Luke 4: 18-22); healings and exorcis~ns (Matt. 8: 16- 17); suffering 
and death (Mark 10:45, 14:24); and Lamb of God (gospel of John). The 
Servant's substitutio~~ary suffering as a coveriazg for human sin 111 Isa. 53: 10, 
"When you make his life an offering for sin," is a clause whose essence Jesus 
rephrases in Mark 10:45, "For the Son of Man came not to be served but to 
serve, and to give his life a ransom for many." We may sum up the forensic 
nature ofthe atoneinent with the stateine~?t that Jesus, though innocent of sin, 
died an unjust and undeserved physicaI death, so that we, though guilty of 
sin, will not die a just and deserved spiritual death.lO' 

Pierre Abelard (1 079- 1142) adiculated the Moral hfluence understa~ding 
of Jesus' atonement. The classic fol~nulation stresses that Jesus' example of 
love ~notivates our reciprocal love for God and leads to our ethical and moral 
improvement. In his expositiolr of Rom. 3: 19-26, Abelard wrote this: 

Wow it seems to us that we have been justified through the blood 
of Christ and reco~lciled to God iil this way: tl~rough this unique 
act of grace manifested to us . . . be has more fully bound us to 
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himself by Hove; with the result that our hearts should be enkilldled 
by such a gift of divine grace, and true charity should not now 
shrink from enduring allything for him.lo2 

New Testament texts which speak of God's love as expressed in Jesus' 
ato~~ement include: "God shows his love for us in that Christ died for us while 
we were yet sinners" (Rom. 5:S); "We know love by this, that he laid down 
his life for us - and we ought to lay down our lives for one another9' 1 John 
3: 16-1 7); and pre-eminently, "In this is love, not that we loved God but that 
he loved us and sent his Son to be an a t o ~ ~ i ~ ~ g  sacrifice for our sins. Beloved, 
since God loved us so much, we also ought to love one another9' (1 John 
4: 10-1 1). 

Though this synopsis of atonement texts does not c o ~ ~ v e y  the full truth 
of Jesus3 atonement, it fairly surnanarizes some key biblical elements of the 
classic historical perspectives. I will build on their themes to show how they 
undergird deliverance healing in three areas. 

To begin with, Jesus' life, death, resurrection, and glorification broke 
Satan's claim on humanity. The early church Father 0rige11 said that Jesus' 
death co~~stituted the "'first blow in the col~Rict which is to overthrow the 
power of that evil spirit, the devil."'03 We may expand this by saying that 
Jesus, as the last Adam ( I  Cor. 15:45), is the first and only lauman to resist 
every temptation to evil; to completely do God's will on earth as in heaven; 
and to ofEer this obedience even to the cross. Since Satan's claim on humanity 
was predicated on the firstAdam9s choice to sin, this claim was annulled by 
Jesus" free choice to fully obey the Father. Jesus'victory of obedie~lce would 
be inco~nplete without the cross of Calvary. Post-Easter, we who have the 
Holy Spirit paflicipate in Jesus' victory through transferral into the kingdot11 
of God where we sit with Christ "in the heaver~fies" above Satan (Eph. 25 ) .  
This means that demons flee when abjured in Jesus' naine because he, and 
now we also in 17im, have been given position and authority above Satan. This 
is not a blank check to abuse our spiritual vocations through exorcistic 
malpractice, but it is God's guarantee that when we pray with Holy Spirit 
leading, Jesus' power will be manifest for deliverallce healing. 

Second, Jesus' atonement has cut every curse which operates against 
humanity, including those which evil spirits use to gain access to persons. 
Though this appears to clash with my earlier staterner~t that curses still function 
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post-Calvary, we shall see that this contradiction is only perceptual. The 
theological principle is that Jesus9 ministry of curse termination happens across 
a continuum oftime and eternity. The initial curse to be cut is the curse of the 
law, which so exercises Paul in Gal. 3: 10-13. It may startle us to recall that 
Paul actually kept the whole law: "as to righteousness under the law9 [I was] 
blameless"' (Phil. 3:6). However, the curse's power is such that even if the 
Mosaic law is kept in its entirety, justification is still not obtained.lo4 This is a 
sobering truth illdeed for any who would root soteriology in an ethic of 
'following Jesus9 but not in his death and resurrection. As the fulfillment of 
the Old Testament typologies of spotless lamb and suffering servant, Jesus' 
perfect sacrifice cuts Christians free from the law's curse on the basis of faith 
and not of works. 

However, though regeneration is completed the moment the Holy Spirit 
comes to tabel-nacle with our spirit (Rom. 89-1 1) and cuts the legal curse, the 
old nature renlains hostile to God. 111 anthropological terms, the soul - the 
will, emotions, and mind, and their interconnections with the body - remains 
sin's residence and hence the battlegrouild where the Christian is called to 
grow in the grace-giM of holiness (Rom. 7:  14-23). As by the power of Christ 
and one's co-operative will the believer progressively puts to death the urges 
of the lower nature, the soul-rooms which evil spirits prefer are rendered 
inhospitable. Along with this, any curses, whether multi-generational or not, 
may be cut and any residel~t demons present on these grounds may be expelled. 
Because the 'carnal' or otherwise wounded soul is where demons live when 
they gain access to the personality,lo5 growth in godliness therefore goes hand 
in hand with deliverance healing. And, as I have said previously9 this process 
is called sanctification. Fillally, we note that full termination of the curse of 
death awaits the general resurrection (1 Cor. 15:23) at Jesus' paroeasla when 
time and eternity will i~itersect. This curse Jesus cut for himself at his death 
and resurrection; and for each Christian it becomes effectual at the end of the 
age. 

A third linkage betweell Jesus9 ato~~ement and deliverance healing 
collsists of God's ilnn~ellse love for humankind. Though the Enlightennnent 
reduced Abelzrd's theology to a mere shell of its former self,lo6 its origi~ial 
principle remains profound. The God who loves us enough to send his Son to 
die for our justification is the God who continues to Iove us enough to provide 
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for our deliverance healing. This reassura~~ce is crucial for the spiritually- 
oppressed, who often will approach such healing with marly mixed emotions 
and inner resistances prolnpted by Satan. These negative feelings may run the 
gamut, e.g.,: You will look foolish, you are insane, this is ridiculous and/or 
won't work, you are not a real Christian (or we, the helpers, are not real 
Christians), you shouldn't trust this coullselling and prayer process, Vwe are 
going to hurt you, Satan is more powerful than Jesus, I/we don't have the 
authori9 to deal with Satan through Jesus' 

Charles KraR illustrates the resistance facet of deliverax~ce work with 
the case of a woman suffering from Dissociative Identity Disorder. A11 alter 
personality with the maturiQ leveI of a six-year-old was controlled by a demon 
named Owner; Kraft's basic challenge was to convince the alter - in the face 
of Owner's forceful denials -that Jesus was more loving and more powerful 
than Owner.log The cross of Jesus is the ultimate historical evidence that the 
claims made about God's love are true. In the shadowy world of demonic 
iarfestation, the cross is the tangible, true, a id  powerful statement that God 
truly is love. 

Conclusion 

In this essay I have described the foundational features of a theology of 
deliveral~~e healing. What is the sum of the matter? Given the mainstreann 
demonologies in Anabaptist-Meni~on-nite circles, theology, ecclesiology, and 
pastoral practices face major re-orientations if it is true that 60 percent of the 
people iia Mennonite ci~rnrcl~es suffer from personal or ancestral demonic 
oppressions.lo9 Even if this is a greatly inflated estimate, there are still Inany 
people amollg us who battle futilely with a nlultiptex ofspirit~~al, psychological, 
emotional, and physical phenolnel~a directly tied to undiagllosed evil spirits. 
Anabaptist-Menlionites need to Itnow that deliverance from evil spirit 
inhabitatio~~ is a valid aspect of Christian healing. 

Such a re-orientation can happen in two ways. The first is a spo~ltaneous 
reordering prompted by peoples9 real-life encoullter or confrol~tation with 
demonic activity and God's cleansil~g power through Jesus Christ. Ed Murphy1Io 
and Francis EtlacNuW1" are exalnples of this process. The other type of 
reordering - Clrarles Mraft being a case in point112 - happens when a person 
chooses to become open to chal~ging his or her basic outlook and then t a k i ~ ~ g  
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action which brings this change about. SI~ifiing worldviews is never easy. But 
It's necessary if Mel~l~onites are to experience personally the tn-uth of Jesus9 
Nazareth proclamation: that he came to bring release to the prisoners, sight to 
the blind and freedom for the oppressed. 
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16 Murphy. HSW? 461. 
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the Old Testament. See KraSovec, "Is There a Doctrine of 'Collective Retribution' in the Hebrew 
Bible?" Hebrew Union College Annual, 65 (1994): 35-89. 
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49 Ibid., 51. 
50 Ibid.. 53. 
j1 R.K. I-iarrison, luztrodz~ction to the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Wm. Ecrdmans, 1969): 
852-53. 
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53 Daniel Block, The Book ofEzekiel: Cizapters 10-24 (Grand Rapids: Wm. Eerdmans, 19981, 
559-60. 
j4 Leslie C. Allen argues this '"irresponsibiiity and nihilism among the exiles, revealed in their 
slogan [i.e.the proverb], are the targets ofthe oracle. . . ." See Allen, Ezekiel 1-19 (Dallas, TX: 
Word Books, 1994), 272. 
5s Examples include David and Bathsheba (2 Sam. 12:14.); Saul and the Gibeonites (2 Sam. 
21 : 1); David's military census (2 Sam, 24); Jeroboam's apostasy (1 Kings 14: 1-18); Ahab and 
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Naboth (1 Kings 2 t : 17-24); Manasseh's Asherah worship and bloodshed (2 Kings 2 1 : 1-16); 
Jeremiah and Shemaiah (Jer. 29:32); and Amaziah's false testimony against Amos (Amos 7: 10- 
17). 
56 This evil-e~iction linkage is made in Lev. 18:24ff9 Lev. 20:23, Deut. 9:4-5, 1 Kings 21 26:  2 
Kings 17:7-16, etc. In light of Ezekiel's statement that the Hittites were one of Jersualcm's 
unclean 'parents.' A. Malamat's article, "Doctrines of Causality in Hittite and Biblical 
I-Listoriography: AParallel," Etus Testanzentunz V (1955): 1-12, is significant in shelving that the 
Hebrew doctrine of God's multi-generational wrath was echoed in Hittite thought. 
57 1Vidraslz Rabbalz: Ruth (London: Socino, 1939), 79, avonders if rabbi Elisha ben Abuya's 
apostasy was due to his mother having passed by idolatrous temples when she was pregnant 
with him, thereby invoking a multi-generational sin. 
58 Leon Morris, The Gospel According to John (Grand Rapids: Wm. Eerdmans, 1971), 478. 
Morris also points to citations in Strack-Billerbeck, Konzmentar ztim li'ezlen Testanzerzt aus 
Tal~nztd und .Viduash, I1 (Munchen: 19221, 529, that leprous and epileptic births were due to 
parental sin. 
j9 In addition to the key Deuteronomic text (linked to lsa. 56:l-5), J. Duncan M. Derrett, in 
"Christ and the Power ofehoice (Mark 3,1-61,'' Biblica Volume 65 (1984): 174, cites the '~estanent 
of Simeon, Philo, the Targums, and the Jerusalemite Talmud for the connection between curses 
and withering bodily illness. 
60 Derrett, 188. 
61 Commentators propose at least five historical identifications for Zechariah, the most reasonable 
being Zechariah the sonlgrandson of Jehoiada of 2 Chron. 420-22. See D.A. Casson, Matthew 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1984), 485.2 Chron. is the last book in the Hebrew Bible, so that the 
'genesis to revelation' phrase covers the murders of righteous people throughout the whole 
Jewish scripture. 

Gal. 3:10,14 is based directly on Deut. 27:15-26. The latter passage is often called the 
'dodecalogue' because of the t\velve comnlandments with accompanying curses which are 
listed. 
63 Burkholder, "Restoring the Christian Soul," LPG, 178-88. 
64 T. Lewis and R.K. Harrison, 'Turse:" International Standard Bible Encylopedia, Vol. One 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. Eerdmans, 19'79): 838. 
65 Murphy. HSW, 442-43. 

J. Sharbert, "mc'-r-h," Tlzeological Dictiownry ojtlze Old Testament, Voi. I (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. Eerdmans, 1974): 410. The curses of Deut. 27 took effect for the follot\-ing sins: idolatry; 
dishonoring parents; removing a neighbor's boundary mark; endangering the blind; perverting 
justice to sojourners, the fatherless and the widow; mother incest; bestiality: sibling incest; n~other- 
in-law incest; secrct murder; contract murder; failure to uphold this law. This is one passage to 
which Paul refers in Gal. 3:10ff. 
67 "Ihe tribe went from 59,300 Inen over the age of twenty (Num. 1 :22), to 22,200 (Nurn. 26: 14): 
to a mere 7,100 "mighty warriors" (2 Chron. 12:24). Moses didn't even mention Simeon when he 
blessed the Twelve Tribes prior to his death (Deut. 33). 
" They were numbered from this infant age since they were to serve as one-for-one 
representational substitutes for the first-born males ofthe other tribes (Nurn. 3: 12). There would 
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have been too few Levite males had twenty been the cut-off age as for the other tribes. 
" Josephus, Against .4pion, 11, 8. 
70 i ' C h r o ~ n ~ ~ o ~ n e  test coniirn~s a Jewish priestly caste going back allnost to the Exodus," Toronto 
Star. July 19, 1998: F8. 
71 Various interpretations attempt to explain the the curse's instrumentality: that he who laid the 
foundation would offer his iirstborn as a foundation sacrifice; that the references to the oldest 
and l~oungest sons mean that the task would consume the builder's whole life; that the sons 
sirnply died during the project: that the whole family was wiped out by the polluted spring which 
Elisha purified (2 Ki. 2: 19-22); or that the Josh. 6 prediction is anachronistic, being written afier 
the event recorded in I Kings. See Gwylim H. Jones. Iand 11 Kings, ? bl. I: The New Centu~y 
Bible Conznzentary (Grand Rapids: Wm. Eerdmans, I984), 300; and Norman H. Snaith, f ie  
First and Second Books o f K i n g  - IKings: The Interpreter k Bible Val. 111 (Nashville, TN: 
Abingdon Press, 19541, 144. 
72 Allan P. Ross, "The Curse of Canaan," Bibliotheca Sacra 137 (July-September, 1980): 232. 
73 Lewis S. Ford, '"The Divine Curse Understood in Terms of Persuasion," Senzeia 24 (1982): 
84. 
7Werek Prince, Blessing or. Cuidse: Yo21 Can Choose (Grand Rapids: Chosen Books; 1990), 
17. Persons with the gill of discernment of spirits report that tlie Holy Spirit occasionally indicates 
generational invol\lements in a demonized person through the pictorial symbolism of a vortex 
passing through time. 
75 Koch, CCO, 114-1 15. Koch is here using Jung's three levels of the subconscious (personal, 
cian, general) and arguing that multi-generational occultic "typing" (my word) enters the hereditary 
transmissional chain at the clan level. Conceptually; Koch sees engrams as analogous to physical 
genes; thus, magic conjuration may become recessive for a generation if occultic activity is not 
practiced and still reappear as a dominant trait later. The theoretical basis for, and interactions 
amongst, engarns, multi-gciierational psychological scripting, and protoplasmic einotional transfers 
blends speculation with some fact. 
7G Kraft, DDA, 74; Prince, Blessing or Czcrse, 32. 
77 Kraft, DDA, 125; MacNutt, DES, 281-88; see also Burkholder, LPG, 136-40. 
7X MacNutt; DES, 119; Murphy, HSW> 447; Koch, BCS, 152; Dean Hochstetler, Case Study, 
February; 1997. 
7' George A.F. Knight in lsaiah 56-66: The A:e~vIsrael (Grand Rapids: Wm. Eerd~nms~ 19851, 
93-94, notes that in ancient Israel, the phrase 'to the fourth generation' appiies to  a family 
household in which all ofthese generations are present. Thus inherited guilt in such an environment 
has natural relational conduits of the type discussed by Carter et al. in Secrets of Ibur Family 
Pee (Chicago: Moody Bible Institute, 1990). Note especially chapter 3 by Dave Carter, "'Passing 
the Torch: The Multigenerational Transmission Process," which focuses on learned patterns. 

Chaper 20, "'Generation on Generation: Children and Parents in Family Therapy," in Larry 
Constantine, finzily Pnmdigm: The Practice of T!ieoi.;r~ in Fuilzily Therapy (New York: The 
Guilford Press, 1986), 375. An excellent biblical example of scripting is found in Gen. 16: 22, 
where the hostility between Sarai and Hagar is spoken by the angel of the Lord as an oracle over 
Ishmael in the womb: '*He shall be a wild ass of a man, with his hand against everyone, and 
everyone's hand against him; and he shall live at odds with a11 his kin." The multi-generational 
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pattern is scripted out for Ishmael. 
S L  Edwin Friedman, Frorn Generation to Generation: Fanzily Process in Clzurciz and 
Sj~nogogue (New York: The Guilford Press, 1985), 32. The genogram (multi-generational family 
tree) of this case study is depicted on his p. 33, 
" Daniel V. Papero, Bowen Family S'stenzs Tizeoiy (Needham Heights, MA: Simon and Schuster, 
1990), 4-5. 

X". Mendelsohn, "Familiar Spirit," T!ze Iuterpreter k Dictionary of the Bible (Nashville, TN: 
Abingdon Press: 1962): 237-38, gives an eQmology of the term and its usage in the Old Testament. 
This usage is different than that which refers to a spirit embodied as an animal which is at the 
beck and call of a medium. 
84 The NAS; Webster, Young's Literal, ASV, Jewish Pub. Soc. and Green's Literal translations 
each render one or more of these texts with the term 'fainiliar spirit.' Even further, all of these 
verses include reference to spiritists and consulting the dead (necromancy), as do Lev. 19:3 1 and 
20:6, even though the latter two do not mention familiar spiritsper se. One of the deceptions of 
familiar spirits is that they arc prone to impersonate dead ancestors. 
85 F.F. Bruce, The Book of the Acts (Grand Rapids: Wm. Eerdmans, 1954-1976, many editions), 
332, n. 35. Bruce mentions Plutarch, wliose tern1 for such a person was a 'ventriloquist' in 
reference to the control demon w-ho speaks through the human 'durnmy.' 
8 T a r l  Kraeling, "Was Jesus Accused of Necromancy?" Jourr?al ofBiblical Literature 54 
(1940): 147-l57. 
" MacNutt, DES, 108. "Who told you that?' is agood question! LPG, 127, note 10 reports a case 
where the discernment of spirits ( I  Cor. 127)  was similarly crucial in the esorcism of a woman 
whose multi-generational linkages went back as far as a 179 1 satanic ceremony in Haiti. The full 
citation in LPG combines supernatural and documentary sources of information. 
88 Gwen Wellington has analyzed and summarized the debate within the therapeutic community 
over how best to conceptuaiize and define SRA. See Wellington, Conceptualizing Pervasive 
Sexual Abuse: A Grounded Theory Stzidy (University of Calgary, M.S.W thesis, 1998), 9-14. 
89 Dr. Dana Keener of Lancaster, PA cites a case in\?olving one of his clients. This person 
suffers from extreme dissociative polyfragmentation (personality mini-fragmenting), in which 
pre-alters have formed around specific traumatic menlories but have not yet coalesced into 
alters with personalities of their own. 'The client's father hid his "Satanic High Priest activities by 
going to aBible preaching Evangelical church" (client quote). Shc is now amember of aBrethren 
in Christ congregation. See LPG, 169. 
90 Margaret Smith, RitunlAbuse: W/zat It Is, F17Jly It Happens, AndHow To Help (San Francisco, 
CA: Harper, 1993), 117. For general abuse see David B. Peters in Betrayal of Innocence: 
FV!zatEveryone Shou2dKnowAbozit ChildSexualAbuse (Dallas, TX: Word Publishing, 1986), 
28. 
91 James Friesen, Uncover-i~?g the AQsteiy of34PD (San Bemadino, CA: Here's Life Publishers, 
1991), 210; also MacNutt, DES, 234. 
92 Justin Marlyr, "First Apology," in Alexander Roberts and James Dolialdson. eds. The Anti- 
ilricene Fathers (Grand Rapids: Wm. Eerdmans, 195 1, hereafier "ANF'), Ch. xxvii; "The Guilt 
of EsposingChi!dren," Ch. xxvii; Willian~ Langer, "lnfanticidc: AHistorical Suwey,"Nistory of 
Childhood Quarterly I ( I  973-4): 360; John Boswelf, The Kindness of Strangers (New York: 



Pantheon Books, 1988): 257-60,327-29. 
" '"'Demons and Spirits," in James Hastings, ed. The Encylopaedia of Reiigion and Ethics, 
Vol. 4 (Edinburgh: TandTClark, 191 1): 565-636. 
94 J. Bruce Long. "Demons: An Overvielv," Tize Encyclopedia of Religion, Volunle 4 (New 
York: MacmillanPublishing Co., 1987): 282-88. 
'j Sce the Diagrzostic and Statistical h3fanzlal of ll.fental Disorrle~~s, third edition, revised 
(Washington, DC: American Psychiatric Association, 1987), 270-271 for psjichiatry's stance: 
"The belief that one is possessed [DSM bold print] by another person, spirit, or entity may 
occur as a symptom of Multiple Persoilality Disorder. In such cases the complaint of being 
'possessed' is actually the experience of the alternate personality's influence on the person's 
behavior and mood. However, the feeling that one is 'possessed' may also be a delusion in a 
psychic disorder, such as schizophrenia, not a symptom of a Dissociative Disorder." 
" W.K.D. Fairbailn writes, "It becomes evident, accordingly, that the psychotherapist is the true 
successor to the exorcist. His business is not to pronounce the forgiveness of sins: but to cast out 
devils." See Fairbairn, "The Repression and Return of Bad Objects (\vith Special Reference to 
the 'War Neuroses')," in Peter Buckley, ed., Essential Papers on Object Relations (New 
York: New York University Press, 1986), 1 1  3. 
97 This is a Delores ~Tiiliams quote from the Re-imadning Conference in Minneapolis in 1993 as 
cited by Joseph D. S~nall and John P. Burgess, "Evaluating 'Re-Imagining'," Christian Centzuy, 
April 6: 1994: 344. 
9S Several references illustrate the progression of thought: Irenaeus, "Against Heresies,"A,VF> 
Vol. 1, Bk. 111, Ch. iii, Sect. 23.1: Justin Martyr, "The Second Apology ofJ~stin,"A,\~F, Voi. I, Ch. 
vi; Origen, "Contra Celsus," AIVF, Vol. 1V? BkV11, Ch. xvii. 
99 The alternate NRSV reading here for ayekdzisenzenos is "divested." According to F.F. Bruce, 
Conzmentaty on tile Epistle to the Colossians (Grand Rapids: Wm. Eerdmans, 19751,239-40, 
n. 68, the Greek Fathers saw Christ as stripping offthe powers "like a shirt of Nessus" and the 
Latin Fathers saw him as stripping offhis body. 
loo John Driver, linderstandir~g tlze Atonentent for the ,l.lission of the CI~zii-cl? (Scottdale, PA: 
Herald Press, 1986), 20. 
I(" Since the Wicene Creed states that Jesus descended to hell, the issue is raised as to whether 
he in some sense died spiritualiy as well. However, in the context of Jesus' preaching to the 
imprisoned spirits of Noah's day (1 Pet. 3: 19), the context clearly says that Jesus "was put to 
death in the flesh, but made alive in the spirit," vs. 18. 
lo2 Pierre Abelard, Exposition ofthe Epistle to the Romans, quoted in Leon Morris, The Cross 
ofleszts (GrandRapids: Wm. Eerdmans; 1988). 16. 
l U 3  Origen, "Contra Celsus,"A~\;F, Vol. iV, Bk. VI1, Ch. xvii. 
lo' F.F. Bruce, Cotiznzentary or1 Galatians (Grand Rapids: Wm. Eerdmans, 1982), 160. 
"'"his connection dates from as early as the third century. "As they [demons] see faith grow in 
a man, in that proportion they depart from him. . . rrom those who believe with full fidith, they 
depart without any delay." However, when infidelity exists somc\+here within the Christian, the 
demons can cling "and it is the greatest difilculty for the soul to understaitd when or how3 
whetller fully or less fully, the demon has been expelled from it." Cited from "The Recognitions 
of Glement,"'il,VF, Vol. VTI1, Ch. xvii. 



Io6 The theory came to define redemption as our increase in God-consciousness (the subjective 
aspect) so that sin is the gap between \\hat God wants us to be and uhat me are. Under the 
influence of the Enlightenment, Jesus' atonement mas reduced to a mere - though admittedly 
powerful - model for human emulation. 
""LPG. 70. 
log Kraft. DDA. 177-80. 
"I9 Dean Hochstetler to La\vrence Burkholder, Personal Cor-responc/eler?ce, February 6, 1997. 
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Response to Roland Spjkath 

George Ellis and I want to express our gratitude to Roland Spjuth for his 
review. We appreciate the fair and accurate report on the co~ltellt of the book, 
as well as the fact that he raises i~nportant questions regarding the internal 
cohere~lce of the project. 

One of Spjuth9s major worries is a (perceived) inconsistency between 
John Howard Uoder9s rejection of '6nmethodologism9' and our very self-conscious 
methodological maneuvering in the book. I will not aBempt to comrner~t on all 
of the detailed criticislns Spjuth raises, but rather will focus on the genuine 
difference betweell Yoder's style of academic work and ours. Yoder argued 
for a style of theology that might be called "occasional" rather than "systematic." 
This was due, first, to his rejection of any starting point, e.g., philosophical 
anthropology, apart from the life and teacl~ing of Jesus - a point with which 
we agree. Second, it reflected his view of the theologian as servant to the 
gathered communiQ: the only legitimate task of theology (including theological 
ethics) is to help forlnulate answers to live questions that arise within the 
cIlurc11 as it seeks to be faithft~l to the way of Jesus. 

Yoder's objection to "metl~odologism" in ethics might best be described 
as an objection to the view that one has first to choose among assorted 
metaetlzical theories (Kantian, utilitarian, etc.) and then go on to deal with the 
substance of moraliq itself. It is iinportant to note, however, that Yoder has 
no objection to engaging in '"aposteriori elucidation" of a commelnity's or an 
individual's (e.g., his own) moral reasoning.' 

In contrast to Yoder9 my primary interest (and that of Imre Lakatos) is 
~nethodology itself. But ""methodology9' is an ambiguous .term and, in  addition, 
there are a variety of understandings of the relation of methodology to 
intellectual practice. 'Methodology" can be irsed to refer to concrete methods 
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of doing research - the sort of thing one Iear~as in a "metl~ods" class in 
psychology, for example. The meaning at issue here is inore abstract. "The 
lnethodology of science" refers, most basically, to methods of reasoning. 
Philosophy of science attenipts to give an account of what constitutes good 
reasoniiag in science. It is easy to list some ofthe desiderata of good theorizing: 
coherence and consistency, elegance, empirical fit, scope. I was attracted to 
Lakatos's account of scientific reasoni~~g because it recognizes that there are 
good and bad ways to lnaintain tl~eoretical consiste~lcy and to take accourlt of 
potentially falsiQing data. That is, any theory can be saved if enough 
qualifications are added. Some such additions lead to further discoveries and 
explanations ("'novel facts"), while others are merely ad hoc. Programs can be 
compared as to the extent that their changes over time are progressive rather 
than ad hoc. 

Eakatos's poiiit about ad hoc lllodifications is well illustrated by this 
example: 

The story is about an imaginary case of planetary misbehavior. A 
physicist of the pre-Einstein era takes Newton's mechanics and 
his law of gravitation, (A/), the accepted initial conditions, I, and 
calculates, with their help, the path sf a newly discovered small 
planet, p. But the planet deviates from the calculated path. Does 
our Nekvtol~ia~l physicist cotasider that the deviation was forbidden 
byNevvton9s theory and therefore that, once established, it refutes 
the theory N? No. He suggests that there must be a hitherl-o 
unknown planetp 'which perturbs the path ofp. He calculates the 
mass orbit, etc., of this hypothetical planet and then asks an 
experi~nental astroi~omer to test his hypothesis. The planetp ' is so 
small that even the biggest available telescopes cannot possibly 
observe it: the experiinental astronomer applies for a research grant 
to build yet a bigger one. In three years' time the new telescope is 
ready. Were the u~iknown planetp ' to be discovered, it would be 
liailed as a new victory of Newtonian science. But it is not. Does 
our scientist a b a n d o ~ ~  Newton's theory and his idea of the 
perturbing planet'? No. He suggests that a cloud of cosniic dust 
hides the planet fronr us. He calculates the location and properties 
of this cloud and asks for a research grant to send up a satellite to 



test his calcuIations. Were the satellite's instruments (possibly new 
ones, based on a little-tested theory) to record the existeimce of the 
collJectural cloud, the result would be hailed as an outstanding 
victory for Neb~onian science. But the cloud is not found. Does 
our scientist aba~ldon Newton's theory, together with the idea of 
the perturbing planet and the idea of the cloud \vkicla hides it? No. 
He suggests that . . .2 

When I t u r ~ ~ e d  my attention from philosophy of sc ie~~ce  to theological 
method it was clear that theologians need to avoid the same temptation. TQ 
illustrate the point in somewhat crude fashion, compare Antony Flew's parable 
of the Gardener. 

Once upon a time two explorers came up011 a clearing ila the jungle. 
In the clearing were growing many flowers and many weeds. One 
explorer says, ""Some gardener  nus st tend this plot." The other 
disagrees, ""IF~ere is no gardener." So they pitcla their tents and set 
a watch. No gardener is ever seen. ""But perhaps he is an innvisible 
gardener." So t l~ey set up a barbed-wire fence. They electric it. 
Tlrey patrol with bloodhounds. (For they remember how H. G 
tliells's The Invisible Mar2 could be both smelt and touched though 
he could not be seen.) But no shrieks ever suggest that some 
intruder has received a shock. No rnovelnents of the wire ever 
betray an invisible climber. The bloodhoulmds never give cry. Yet 
still the Believer is not cot~vilmced. ""But there is a gardener, invisible, 
intangible, inset~sible to electric shocks, a gardener who has no 
scent and makes no sound, a gardener who comes secretly to look 
after the garden which he loves." At last the Sceptic despairs, ""But 
what remains of your original assertion? Just how does what you 
call an invisible, ii~ta~~gible, etenially elusive gardener differ from 
an imaginary gardener or even from 110 gardener at a?l?"j 

Now, about the relati011 between methodological reflections and the 
disciplitles themselves: Methodologies (in the sense in which I'm using the 
term) are theories -theories about good theorizi~~g. Since the work of Lakatptos 
it has been recogl~jzed that these theories cannot be forll~ulated apriori, apart 
froln the actual practice of science. A good methodology is intended to serve 
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as a prescription for doing good science, but it can only get its force from the 
fact that it also serves as a description of science at its best. 

In my first book, Theology in the Age ofSGientiJic Reasoning, I argued 
that Lakatos's methodolow could just as well work for theology as for ~c ience .~  
The chapter on Uoder's theology in On the Moral Nature of the hirlivei*se is 
an exte~lsion s f  that project. The quality and sophistication of the reasoni~~g in 
'doder's work has always impressed me. So an interesting question was whether 
Lakatos's methodologg, would serve as an "ayosteriori elucidation" ofyoder's 
reasoning. I believe we have shown that it does. (Yoder, by the way, had no 
objections to this presentation of his work.) 

Spjuth's second, related worry about our book is that its attempt at a 
unified and well-argued worldview (including ethics) is Constantinian. Ellis 
and I agree with Spjuth's claim that, from an Anabaptist perspective, a 
connection between ethics and science is likely to be problematic. As he says, 
"such a position has often implied trust in a gellerally accessible morality, 
which in practice has often only served to justify dominant moral views as 
'natural."' I believe that Spjuth's own account of the content of the ethical 
position we promote is adequate to dispel any worries that our book represents 
a justificatioll of the status quo. In fact, we argue not for an ethic that confor~ns 
to dominant scientific images of human nature, but rather for one that calls 
into question the moral presuppositions of the social sciences themselves. 

However, I also detect in Spjuth's comments an assumption of the 
"postmodern" ciaim that all systematic k13owledge is inherently oppressive 
and all arguinent illherently coercive. This is a point of view that needs to be 
taken seriously and, in particulal; stands in need of a theological eritique, 
which I cannot undertake here but have atte~npted e1sewhe1-e.5 

A final issue is whether we have succeeded in providing adequate 
justification for our point of view. We follow Alasdair Maclntyre's account of 
the possibilities and difficulties ofjusti@ing a traditioll over against its rivals. 
MacT~~tyre's work is valuable for habaptists because it indicates how particular 
(even minority) points of view can be argued in the public arena. We believe 
we have made a start, but much remains to be done. Of course, the prior 
issue, as Spjut11 points out, is whether there is some&i~lg intrinsic toh~abaptism 
that makes s ~ c h  a task i~~agpropriate from the start. 
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Respo~w to Lawrence Burkholder 

Dana Keener 

Lawrence Burfiolder's article gave me a framework to begin orgal~izing things 
that I have come to believe over the past several years. 1 once heard the 
statement, "A man with an argu~nellt is no match for a man with an experience." 
It is very descriptive of the nature of this subject. While there is certainly 
Biblical suppo1-t for a concept of demons and Satan, as the author documents 
well, for most of us our tl~eology of demons is largely based on our experience 
or lack thereof. 

There are usually two sides on a roof from which you can fall off. You 
could ignore any role that the de~noilic might play in the need for healing. 
Modern science has given the tools we need to heal melnlal disorders. Disorders 
like schizopllrenia, epilepsy, and others that were once seen as de~no~iizatiori 
or possession are now understood more fully as mentai or physical conditions. 
Likewise, you could see everything as rooted in demonic activity. There is no 
need for understanding one's feelings, no need for medications. Just commaild 
the demons to leave. Ifthings do not change, it is due to lack of repenta11ce or 
unwillingness to part with the demons. Education and knowledge have no 
value. 

Like many Mennonites Y grew up believillg in a literal Satan, a spirit 
world that i~lcluded angels and evil spirits, and a need for protection from evil 
through a relationship with Jesus. However, I did 11ot take these beliefs too 
seriously because i n  the United States demons were not really active (just in 
third world countries), and if any visited the United States, I was a~atoinatically 
protected as a Christian. 

My main i~ltroduction to people who had experienced serious emotional, 
physical, and spiritual abuse, and subsequently to the question of dellverallce 
several years later, began at Philhaven Hospital, a Mel~nonite psychiatric 
hospital in Mt. Gretna, Pennsylvania, dwing my psychology internship and 
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einployrne~~t from 1987 through 199 1. During this ti111e I became involved 
with several clients diagnosed with R/lultiple Personality Disorder (MPD), now 
renamed as Dissociati~re Identi9 Disorder. All the Christian psychologists that 
I h e w  were treating it as solely a psychological disorder. There were occasional 
questions and conlinents regarding some of the symptoans observed and the 
possible spiritual interface, but the general attitude was to focus on a 
psychoIogical explanation, even among dissociative clients presenting with a 
history of satanic ritual abuse. 

In 1991 I joined a group practice with several other Christian 
psychologists whose faith was an important part of their identify. During the 
next six years my own view of deliverance was largely formulated. My work 
with cult abused dissociative clients increased. So~nehow word got around 
that I was willing to work with this disorder, and I had been educating myself 
about MPD. I also began to believe that God had cailed me to work with 
occult survivors as a ministry. Altlaough the others in the practice were open to 
a belief in Satan and demons, they expressed some concern regarding my 
i~avolvement with clients dealing with satanic ritual abuse, and some fear about 
the reputatio~a it could give our practice and about retaliation from active cults. 
While they never forbade me to do deliverance as part of therapy, they 
questioned why it did not happen as easily for me as it did for Jesus, and 
suggested that this practice is not the realm of psycl~ology but ajob for pastors 
to do. I was delighted to have a pastor do this part of the work when one was 
around, which did happen on occasion. H even tauglrt or encouraged some 
pastors to practice deliverance. 

I began to meet other people work i~~g  with dissociative disorders who 
had become aware of dissociative issues during ministv ofdeIiverance. They 
realized that everything that ~nanifest was not demonic, and were lookillg to 
the professional community to learn more about MPD. Some of these people 
taught me a lot about deliverance, although much of what I learned was on the 
job training or reading, including the Bible. I and my wife, w l ~ o  was also a 
therapist working with dissociative clients, would share experiences and tly to 
make sense of what we were witnessing. 

I am currently in solo practice. Now I am the one who worries about 
any reputation. I realized tlris is still an issue for me when I saw that B~urklaoIder 
had included me in a list of Mennonite deliveratace healers in theNotes to his 
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article. But 1 keep giving my reputation, along with my psychoIogy license, to 
God's keeping. I have been very careful to move in a spiritual direction in 
therapy only when it is clearly a part of the belief system of the client. Now 
many of my clients come looking for God to be a central focus in therapy. 
Deliverance is for more than just those comitlg out of occult backgro~nnds. It 
can even be an area of my own personal need. 

One area I would like to see further developed in the discussioll of demons is 
the role of the Holy Spirit in guidingthe deliverailce process. I realize this may 
open another whole theological can of worms if one believes that some gifts of 
the Spirit are no longer operational. Some people are deeply com~nitted to a 
concept of deliverance but approach it more as a structured formula: if a 
certain tmth is applied, then there will be a specific response. Specific prayers 
are prayed for specific problems. God has cel?ainly honored His word and 
people have found release. As clear as the Bible is that Jesus directly addressed 
the issue of demons and gives us autlaority over them (Luke 10: 19), there is 
very little teaching on how to do it other than preparation through prayer 
(Mark 929) and perhaps fasting. To me this speaks of the impol-eance of our 
daily relationship with God ratlaer than concern for tecl~nique. This seems to 
allow for a diversity in how deliverance is practiced. Personally I enjoy working 
more directly under the guida~~ce ofthe Holy Spirit. The realm of the demonic 
is a spirit realm, one I catlilot see for the most part, atthough God shows me 
glimpses at times. Some people can see more clearly in this realm, but I 
believe we are all better off to let the Holy Spirit lead the way. This allows for 
freedo~n and creativily in the act of deliverance, and makes it more fun, but it 
also means you can't always rely on forlnulas or past experiel~ce to inform 
you of what a new situation entails. 

One day I was meeti~ag with a woman dealing with an extensive array 
of mind control and demonic bo~ldage in spite of a relationship with God that 
ivas very cominitted and genuine. We had already experienced delivera~~ce in 
a variety of ways. On this particular day I had just filaished a soft drink from a 
plastic bottle and was absentmindedly ppYaying with it as tile session began. Mre 
bad exchanged greetings, and we were both quietly ponderil~g what we were 
going to talk aborrt for the session. I realized 1 had begun to rhytl~lnicaliy beat 
the bottle against my other kmd, and thought I should stop and put the bottle 



down so as not to distract or annoy her. But just as quickly I had a secortd 
thought to continue and sensed this to be God's direction, so I colltinued - still 
with no obvious reaction from my client. Shortly I became aware of an 
extremely evil and glaring presence looking at me through her eyes. I 
contn~anded it to leave in t i e  mame of Jesus, and there was a relaxing in her 
demeanor. The11 just as quickly the look returned and I responded again, with 
the same effect. This went on for several minutes; my rhythmically tapping 
the bottle and dispelling demoras by the authority Jesus gave me. Eventually 
this came to am end, and the woman told me of her experiemce of the delllolis 
literally being drawn into mal~ifesting one after the other by the drumming 
soursd. 

I have been refucta~d to commit this experience to writing because of Its 
unorthodox nature, although we did joke about writing a book on Pop Bottle 
Deliverance. I share to demonstrate the spontaneiQ5 creativity, and lack of 
religiosity of the Holy Spirit as well as to warn against codifying experiences 
into fomulas. 

Relying on the Holy Spirit also means following God's timing and 
agenda, which may be quite different from what we would prefer. God has 
been known to ignore people's tl~eology. 6 remember watching with sotne 
humor as a Baptist colleague of mine was working with a satanic ritual abuse 
survivor, demonstrating new methods he had been learning. The Holy Spirit 
was speaking to him, givingvery clear and intricate directio~ls on how to walk 
through and discolmect the maze of demons and mind control program~ni~lg 
that held this woman in bondage. As my frier~d the Baptist would share what 
Cod was showing him, he would repeatedly concede that what he was 
experienciilg did not fit with his theology. 

One caution I woirid add to Burkholder9s article is that not all unpleasant 
things, apparent curses, come fiom Satan as God's j u d p e n t  of sin. Sometianes 
because of His love for us, God uses Satan to sift us (Luke 22:3 1). I view this 
as a cleansi~lg process and an educational process where God is preparing us 
for things ahead. To move into deliverance instead of obedience, asking God 
what our response should be to the situation, could result in? a Ist of frustration 
about why deliverance does not work. 

Many people dealing with demonic activity have begun to focus more 
on the "cracks" through which demons emter or the legal ground that gives 
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them the right to operate in a persons life. What is it that continues to allow the 
demonic to harass a person? The actual act of commanding demons to leave 
is fairly simple, ifwe understal~d the authorily we have in Jesus and the power 
of His blood. The diffjcult part is gaining awareness of their preselice and right 
to be there. Even more difficult at times is helping the person reach the place 
of exercising his or her will to have them leave. Some people have growl1 quite 
accustomed to their demons and the power, perceived protection, or other 
benefits they are getting. 

The stories of attempts at deliverance that I have heard from the Mennonite 
mental health community presented those involved as being on the fanatical 
edge, having departed fro111 a true methodology of healing. Scientific 
unldersrnlding of emotional and psychological probletns is certainly the standard. 
Some therapists, especially those worlting with dissociative disorders, quietly 
depart from that constraint when psychology does not explai~n their experience. 
They tend to move outside tlne mainstream, or connnect with ministries more 
open to a joining of the psychological and the spiritual. This is more or less 
true across the Christian mental health field. There are pockets of Christian 
therapists and counselors who include deliverance in their healing but are 
ca~~tious about disclosing to "outsiders". 

I deeply appreciate Lawrence Burkholder's challe~~ging us to take 
seriously the concept of demons froin a Biblical u~~derstanding. There are 
many areas for further clarification and learning on this subject, but he has laid 
a solid foundation and pointed us i~n a directiorn we need to go if we are to 
move to a deeper ku~derstanding of what God has for us. As God has opened 
nlgi eyes to a spirit realin that is very active, He has also begun to show me 
more and more of His power and love. We do not need to fear evil, because 
We has overcome evil and His love overcollles the fear. 



The Evolution of a Christian Botanist 

Carl S. Keener 

In the Apocrgiphal book 1 Esdras the writer recounts a cbarming story of a 
debate Involving three bodyguards in the court of King Darius. One night 
while King Darius was sleeping, the three young men began a debate over 
what each thought was the strongest item or event in their world. In arguing 
for truth, Zerubbabel said that ""truth abides and remaills strong forever . . . . 
There is no favoritism with her, no partiality . . . . Hers are strengh and 
royalty, the authority and majesty of all ages. Praise be to the God of truth!" 
(1 Esdras 4.38-40). Eventually truth was declared the winr~er, and the people 
shouted "Great is truth: truth is strongest!" 

Whether fanciful or not, the outcome was that Zerubbabel, the winner 
of the debate, was able to convince King Darius to allow the Jews to return to 
their llomeland and rebuild the temple and their homes. Yet truth remains, 
now, as then, as elusive as ever. In my professional life as a teacher and a 
systematic botanist, I have had to confront the theory of evolution, not only as 
a central premise of biology but also as a philosophical view of the way the 
world works. In this essay, I do not intend to settle the issue of truth, except to 
state that wlienevec worldviews clash, as they i~levitably will, truth, however 
understood, is an overridilsg issue. And thus begins a story of the evslutiol~ of 
a botanist who is now retired, yet remains a dedicated Christian and a Mennonite. 

Early influences and a cognitive shift 

As ajullior at Eastent Mennollite University in the mid-fifties, I bought a slim 
book of 135 pages titled New Concepts in Flo~verir~g-Plant Taxononzy.' Full 
of new words, this book opened windows to a world I never knew existed. 
Until the11 I was a special creationist who believed that all species were created 
fiesh from the hand of God roughly 6000 years ago. This was the view I was 
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taught, and I had no first-hand experience in natural history to coullter it. But 
as I[ read New Concepts, the belief that all species were created 6000 years 
ago just was not tenable. Among other ~naMers, New Concepts described 
poiyploidy in plants, a genetic means whereby a I~ybrid offspri~lg inherits the 
full chromosome co~nplelnent of its parents, then~selves two different species. 
I've lek out a lot of technical details, but my point should be clear: PolypEoidy 
means that new species can evolve now, in our time. Special creationists 
simply had no answer to this clear evidence that not all species were created 
during a week of intense creative activity by God. 

Prior to reading New Conceptx, I believed that all species were created 
in some unspecified manner by God and remained basically unchanged since 
their initial creation. This idea was reinforced by two books I had read in my 
youth: Chester K. Lehman's The Inadequacy ofEvolution As a World View, 
and Doctrines ofthe Bible edited by Daniel Kauf f i~an .~  Both books claimed 
that God created de novo all species of living things, and that evolution itself 
was both unscriptural and unscientific. In particular, Lehman argued that the 
alleged evidence simply did not suppost evolution. 

Wlren I read New Concepts, I knew at once that not all species were 
created 6000 years ago, that new species can evolve now, and that evolution, 
at least with respect to plant species, continues unabated into our time. 
Nevertheless, these new ideas clashed with mny previous beliefs about creation. 
When humans encounter new ideas differing from their present beliefs, conflicts 
illevilably arise. Moreover, these conflicts require some sort of decision tvhereby 
one attempts to reduce what Leon Festinger has called ""cognitive dissona~ice."~ 
Specifically, one just could not with any intellectual integrity hold to the view 
of a recently con~pleted creation and at the same time accept the view that 
species are a result of evolutio~lary changes withill populations. Despite the 
invigorating new ideas encountered in Ne1.1, Corzcqts, I had not yet Gome to 
terms with Darwin. 

Several years later, in January 1959, the Menlaonite Graduate Fellowship 
(MGF - a group of young itle~lilonites who were then in graduate school) met 
at Ohio State University to discuss a wide range of topics, including a paper by 
Stanwyn Shetler dealing wit11 evolulio~~ to which I added some remarks out of 
lny experie~lce as a graduate student. At a subseque~lt meeting (December 
1959), the MGF met in Chicago to discuss the impact ofthe theory of evoIution 



on Christian thought, and represe~ated, so far as Ir know, the first general 
treatment of evolution within Mennonite circles. 

In re-reading "chose papers forty years later I am struck by the evident 
earnestness in ainiinag to follow the empirical evidence where it leads, but all 
the authors drew back from developing a thorougl~ly evolutionay view oflife. 
God still worked in the gaps of our ignorance, despite accepted natural 
anechanisms for speciation. And clearly ail presenters were quite assured of 
the power ofGod to create in any malmer God intended to intilize. For most of 
us, a11 overarciaing synthesis of philosophy, anthropology, sociology, biology, 
and theology still lay in the future. Nevel-tl~eless, evolution, as a theory 
accounting for the origin of species, made an entrance into Me~~nonite thought, 
and in nay opinion this was, at the time, a significald breakthrough. 

Some basic qnes%isns 

Tn any overview of the relationship of God, nature, and the human species, 
cestain questions keep intruding. Although I cannot discuss them in detail, 
they have formed the basis of my ongoing inquiry over the years. 

1 .  Can an evolving universe reveal purpose and design, or is the present 
universe a result of random but interacting events? To what extent can the 
universe be said to be planned, if evolution is true? Are the laws of nature 
externally imposed, or are there ilmnanent resident foxes guiding basic changes 
withiaa the present uiaiverse? Can design and chance be ullited in some 
philosophically coherent manner? 

2. Can the structures of the present universe reveal any aspect of the nature 
of God? Wow do we understand the meanil~g of "God acts"? Is God likewise 
subject to metapl~ysisal principles, or has God in some manner i i~~posed the 
basic structures of reality in this pasticular cosmic epoch? Can v+7e ascribe the 
cruelties observed in nature to God's creative designs? How do we reconcile 
lluman freedoms with God's omnipotent power? 

3. How can sentient forms (minds) evolve from seemingly lifeless, inert 
matter? Is Darwinian evolution the best current modei available explai~aing 
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""dsce~lt with modification"? Mow do we best understal~d the history ofthe 
universe, includi~lg the history of life on earth? 

4. Can a faith based on revelation be correlated with science based on reason 
and factual observation of how the world worksWn a world of science, how 
does one con-elate Christian views of providence, miracles, original sin, Jesus, 
and eschatoloa with an evolutionary explanlation of human origins? 

5. Does evoIution imply atheism, or can a Darwillian also be a Christian? 

Evolution as a biological theory 

During my studies in graduate school I read the major works by twentieth- 
century empirical evolutionists, and these helped me understa~~d the ful~damental 
11eo-Darwinian synthesis involving genetics and Darwin's views of natural 
hi story."^ be sure, in his seminal book, On the Origin ofSpeetes (hereafter, 
Origiiz), Darwin regarded evolution as "descent with rn~dification"~ by means 
of the 'kccumulation of setccessive slight favorable ~ariat ions."~ Although 
Darwin lacked any knowledge of modern genetics, we can now view organic 
evolution as a process involving genetic co~ltinuitgi coilpled with changes among 
organisms within local populations over time. Thus evolution has two 
compone~zts: transfornation (i.e., changes as seen in the fossil record) and 
diversificatiotl (i.e., multiplication of species).' 

The idea of natural se%ection (NS), particularly, has been often widely 
misunderstood. To Darwin, NS is the "preservatio~m of favorable variations 
and the rejection of injurious variati~ns."~ Basically, NS is the preservation of 
slight but useful variations which favor those individuals in the "struggle for 
existence" (a metaphor meaililig "dependence of one being on another9' and 
"success in leaving pr~geny").~ Ernst Mayr has suggested that NS can be 
understood as a "differential reproductioln of individuals that differ uniquely in 
their adaptive ~uper io r iQ .~~ '~  That is, if there is variation, if the variations are 
inherited, if the variant individuals differ in reproductive success, there will be 
evol~rtionary changes witllin populations. Consequently, NS is abvo-step process 
involving 1) production of genetic variabiliQ9 and 2) selection which "orders" 
Bmat variability, and is therefore reproduction and dificerential survival. Danvln's 
approacl~ was thoroughly e~npirical and thus was open to crucial tests. Still, as 



Mayr noted, there were a number of reasons why scientists did not il-ritially 
accept Darwinia~l evolution - no proof, a threat to views that nature was 
plam~ned by God, WS could eliminate but not create, too much chance (the law 
of ""hggiedy-piggIedy'9), empirical evidence too scanty, etc.ll 

Despite Ilumerous criticisms, the Daminian revolutiola had an enormous 
impact in how people viewed themselves within an ever-changing cosmos.i2 
In brief, a Darwinian view of life resulted in replacing a world of fixed types 
(or species) by an evolvi~lg one, and thus replaced essentialism by populatiol~ 
tl~inking. Essentialis~ln implied a descent with perpetuation of the type ofthe 
species, but an evolutioa~ary view implied that the basic propedles of a species 
themselves can ul-rdergo s i g ~ ~ i f i c a ~ ~ t  changes. 

The last point, particularly, has important ramifications not only for 
viewi~lg natural history but in contemplating certain basic aspects of the universe. 
As Mayr indicakd, the shift &om essentialism (typological thinking) to populatiolr 
thinking had immense consequences both in biology and p1-rilosophy.l3 For 
more than 2000 years Western thought had been geared to essentialism, the 
idea that even variable objects of appearance owe their existence to an invariant 
type or cBa~s. '~As Willialn Whewell stated, "Species have a real existence in 
nature, and a transitiol~ from one to another does not exist.'91s 

In the post-Daminian controversies roughly spa~lning the years 1860- 
1920, three broad types of Christiar-rs responded to Darwin.16 As James Moore 
has asked, why did some Christia~~s "becorne Danvinians and others Dsewvinists? 
WIay was it that a few remailled loyal to Darwin, despite the travails of his 
theory, while the many, aping and  betting the critics of natural selection, took 
up other versions of evolutioi~?"'~ Still, why did others refuse to accept any 
theory of e~lolution? 

Can a Christian be a Danvinian? 

Recently, two books have attempted to answer the questioi-r of wlaether there 
can be a common ground between God and evolution. In Can a Darwinian 
Be a Christian?, philosopher Michael Ruse states that evolutio~l "is a fact and 
. . . Darwinis~n rules triumphant. Watilral selection is not simply an important 
mechanism, It is the only significant cause of permanent organic change."18 
Ruse caamot mderstand wl~y  people cannot be both CIaristialas and Darwinians, 
and he remarks that Saint Augusti~~e and Saint Thomas Aquinas would have 
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been '"appalled at sucli a presumption." Consequently he has written abroad- 
ranging account of how evolution and orthodox Christianity are compatible. 

Ruse correctly points out that when discussing evolution, one must 
note the "$act of evolutio~~, thepufh (orputl~s) ofevolution, and the nzechanism 
or cause (mechanisms or causes) ofevoiutio~i."~~ That there is descent witli 
~nodification, that there are phylogenies (branching trees) i~ldicatin~g organic 
relationships, and that natural selection and adaptations are powerfial forces 
imivoived in these claanges, are views accepted by virtually all biologists dealing 
with nat~~ral  histoiy. Such biologists are indeed Danvinians, who as '"wlorking 
evolutionists, looking at real orga~iisms, stay within the Darwil~ian fold: natural 
origins, a branching tree, selection and adapta t i~n."~~ 

Ruse then contrasts a Dawinim view of life with fairly traditiollal views 
of Chistianity stemming f io~n Augusthe (Catholic and mainstream Protestant). 
Ruse parses out Fundamentalism and shows that basing one's science on a 
literal reading of the Bible helps neither the science nor the Bible. The view 
that Noah's flood (which has been the basis of flood geology theories) can 
explain geological phenomena, imludhg fossils, simply leads to an wacceptable 
sc ien~e.~ '  However, in Ruse's view, the Augustinia~i option regards evolution 
as God's work, and contends that God is "actively irivolved in seeing that 
things occur as they should, [that] the Iaws, ra~idorn or not, are His laws and 
events, and he foresaw and intended the end result."" Nonetheless, Ruse 
notes that there are costs to this solution: the question of hurnan freedom 
loonis large, as does the probleln of evil and pain. However, he supports 
Augustine's thinking about predestination, and argues that Augustine "would 
expect an all-knowing Being to know what is going to happen to us: how we 
will choose, and what the colisequences will be."23 Still, God "is not interfering 
in our choices. We are fsee." As I understa~id Ruse, classical theism is thus 
perfectly compatible with Darwinism. Finally, he sees ""remarkable parallels 
between the Darwinian human and the Christian human. On both accounts 
there is an internal battle. Humara beings are selfish ilidividuals . . . [yet] we do 
have real moral feelings for others," although we may not necessarily act on 
these feelings.24 

fn the second book, Finding Durwin i.'s Gody cell biologist Kenneth 
Miller covers much of the same terrain as Ruse except that Miller deals Inore 
with various modern anti-Darwinians such as Miclmael Behe, Duane Gish, 



Henry Morris, and Phillip J o l ~ n s o n . ~ ~  Miller shows that scientific creationists 
tend to reduce God to the status of a charlatan (fossils were placed in the 
rocks by God and, despite appearing old, the universe and the earth are actually 
quite young), or a magician (God periodically created de rlovo complicated 
structur-es as well as the inajor forms of life), or a mechanic (God created 
irreducibly complex structures such as the cell, thus a rnodern version of the 
old design arguments). To Miller, God is none of these (charlatan, magician, 
mechanic), but as architect, God in subtle ways influences what goes on within 
nature. AS Miller puts it, God is '%me whose genius fashioned a fruitful world 
in which the process of colltinui~ag creation is woven into the fabric of mafter 

Hence, the key question for Miller is whether "what science tells us of 
the physical world, including evolution, [is] compatible with what we thinkwe 
kr~ow about God.9927 Moreover, "the God of the Bible, even the God of 
Genesis, is a Deity fully consistent with what we know of the scientific reality 
of the modem Throughout his book, Miller clai~ns that '"[tlrue 
kn-zowledge comes only from a combination of faith and reason."29 The 
structures of reality as seen in physics and chemistly which run our lives have 
also produced those lives as well. 

Both Ruse and Miller believe that the universe is very old, and that 
lnatter as we h o w  it arose from the stuff of stars which eventually became 
the basis of life. The history of life is marked by evolution and ndural selection, 
human freedom, and quantum indetel-nninancy. Ruse and Miller disavow biblical 
literalism conceming Genesis, but they allow for the possibilitgi of miracles 
and accept some form of classical theism in establisl~ing their arguments. They 
have written persuasive books showing that scienlce is not necessarily anti&etical 
to religioras belief, and that, properly conceived, God can be worshiped as the 
Creator and Sustailaer of the u~miverse. 

A process view of Bife 

Can a Christian also be a Darwinian? Both Ruse and Miller say yes, and I 
concur. Still, the problem remains how one might integrate two seemingly 
disparate streams: Danvinim natural history and Christian faith. Several possible 
integrative approacl~es h~clude 1) interpreting Christianity (and religion generally) 
strictly withill the context of natural history,jO 2) interpreting natural history 
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largely within the context of revelationi and Cli~istianity,~' or 3) synthesizing 
Christian faith and natural history.i2 Each of us in our owl1 way must work at 
resolving complex and knotty issues concemi~lg God, human freedom, and 
the overall history of tlae cosmos. However3 once H accepted an evolutionary 
view of life, eventually 1 was faced with the problem of God's power and 
goodness as witnessed in creation with its inexplicable evils. But first, a little 
background concerni~lg a second major cognitive shik. 

In 1972 1 was visiting a Provident Book Store in Scottdale, Pennsylvania, 
when 1 chanced upon a book of essays edited by Ewert Cousins.j3 Here was 
an tintapped mine of rich intellectual ore, so 1 bought the book. Later that 
same year, I also bought a book of essays by Delwin Brow11 et a1.34 and 
discovered that one of the writers, Lewis Ford, was then teaching pltilosopliy 
at Penn State. I quickly made my acquaintance with Lewis, sat in on a nulnber 
of his classes, and learned the idiom of process thought first-hand. As the 
outstanding contemporary Whiteheadimi scholar9 Lewis helped me ullderstand 
something of Whitehead's dense prose, and showed me that process thought 
was an invigorating and enlightening means to "see9' the world and my Christian 
faitli diRerently and more coherently. 

The important ideas of process thought deal with the generic traits of 
existence, including the priinacy of events over substalice, mind, person, 

Consequently, a metaphysics of process appeals to me because science 
and histoy are impol-tant, and in particular, evolution is give11 its proper due. 
Processes are Inore important than static substances; tll~ls 6 6 p r ~ c e ~ s 9 9  is the 
reality. Fufihermore, process pl~ilosophers emphasize experiencing and relating 
selves (events) rather than a mere sense perception of objects: i.e., there is 
feeling of feelings, even for God. Moreover, process thought seeks logical 
clarity and coherence, and inasofar as possible, aims for an adequate and 
applicable i~~terpretation of all data of experience, touclistones for any broad- 
based metaphysics. 

The historical roots of process theologies are deep and include various 
streams of Greek, India~i, Chinese, and Hebrew tl~ought.'~ %n the United 
States, Whitehead and the Chicago school of Wieman, Hartshome, Meland, 
Loomer and others have been influelitial ~ I B  portraying a process view of Me." 
Process philosophy has also influenced a irumber of conternporargi secular 
\ ~ r i t e r s . ~ ~  



Mitehead once summed up the complete problem of metaphysics in 
terms of the fanxiliar evening hymn: "Abide with me, fast falls the eventide."j9 
How can there be gserma~~eince alnidst the flux of changing events? Moreover, 
whatever our vision of God, is God aaa exception to ~netapllysical principles 
governing tlais cosmic epoch, or is God their chief exemplification? How might 
we best el~visioin God and God's activity within the cosmos? Whatever our 
vision and, despite living in the "face of mystery," to use Gordon Kaufman's 
felicitous phrase, this vision must, I think, address three basic proble~ns: 

1. The question of design (Darwin's problem): Is this the best of all possible 
worlds? What about animal cruelty, an aspect of the living world Darwirl 
could not square with a belief ira a good but all-powerful God?40 

2. The question of evil (Ivan Karamazov's proMlem): If God is totally sovereign, 
yet buly good, why are there evils such as wanton human cruelty against 
clxildreil and against innocent animals, and terrible ge~locides ancient and 
modersl? If God is truly good ~ v h y  didn't God prevent these terrible evils? 
Does one not then accuse God of criminal neglect, the same as we would a 
laumama who merely watched one's child siaffer and die?41 

3. The question of human freedom (the existentialist's problem): Do we really 
have freedom of choice if God actually knows, in advance of our acts, what 
we will do? Is classical theism with its view of God's impassiviv, power, 
foreknowledge, and simpliciv coherent, if Inenman freedom is real in some 
basic sense?" Or are our so-called freedoms i11ens~ry?~~ 

In brief, any modern vision of God must deal with evolution (a series of 
experiments without clearly defined deterlwi~listic goals), and the problem of 
evils within our ~~7orYd. That God influences the creative activities within the 
world is part of the process theological vision.44 But God's power is the power 
of persuasion, of lure, of providing initial aims to a11 creatbtures everywhere, 
and thus, as Lewis Ford claims, God is to be envisioned as the power of the 
future.45 All this requires a reconceptiota of God's power as traditionally 
understood, but it also underscores the reality of God's love and the intended 
maxi~raization of our love and creative interaction with other creat~res.~TThus, 
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in such a reco~aception we also enrich God's experie~~ces of God's creatures. 
And in that respect God is everlastingly different because of our lives and our 
creative endeavors to make the world a little bit better than it was when we 
began our own creative advance. 

Concluding khoughb 

In working out a synthesis of one's Christian faith and evolution, as I see it, 
there are at least three possible outcomes. One can accept an incoherent 
theolog wit11 110 questions asked, and siinply do business as usual, i.e., accept 
the paradoxes! Or one can drift toward a coherent Calvinism and fatalism, a 
view underscoring God's super~~atural transcendence and perfection including 
God's omnipotence and omniscience. God will thus always be in colnplete 
control of all events, i~lcluding holocausts. Or one can work out a reconceived 
theism which deals with an evolutionary view of life, human freedom, and a 
vision of God best seen through the life and work of Christ. God's goodness is 
&us preserved, but the orthodoxvie\v of God's coercive power is fundame~fially 
transformed. As this essay has tried to show9 that is my view. 
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A Certain Slant of Light: the Physics of Incarniatiol~ 

I a111 grateful that my Bible School homiletics teacher of thirty years ago is not 
in the congregation this morning, for I am about to violate many of the principles 
he taught us. My sermon-writing this time began, not with a Scripture text as it 
should, but with the sermon title. And that co~nes from a poem by Emily 
Dickinson which begins: 

There's a certain slant of light, 
On winter aliternoons, 
That oppresses, like the heft 
Of cathedral tunes. 

Heavenly hurt it gives us; 
We can find no scar, 
But internal difference 
Where the ~neanings are. 

The first time I ever read that poem, I recognized that heavenly hurt: 1: used lo 
call it the Sunday evening blues because that's whelr it often struck me. It's an 
irresistible mixture of Sehnszlcht and Angst, longing and terror, an appropriate 
response to the glimpses of holy mystery we are sometimes granted. 

My next holniletical sin is to come before you, !..rot with an obvious 
outline that marches nicely toward direct answers and instructions, but tvith a 
kind of thinking aloud about difGculties I haven't worked througl~ yet. It is 
my prayer that somehow, through my moth-like anxious circling around the 
light I'm afraid to get to close to, you may receive some heavenly hurt that 
will make an ""internal difference where the meanings are," perhaps not today, 
but so~netiane when it's needed. 

Edna Froese is a continuing sessioi?al lecturer in Englirh for St. Thonzas More 
College, a Catholic liberal arts college ~fs i l ia fed witlz fhe University of 
Saskatc!?e,va~z. T!?is reflection was @st delivered as a sennon at Nz~tana Park 
Meni~onite Clzurch in: Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 



Having opened the door to poetry as it were, poem after poem walked 
in, delllanding aaeration, flaunting images of light, and claimingto shed light on 
those images of light. The more 1 tried to find some other topic,, the stronger 
was the compulsion to face, after lo~rg evasion, that daunting statement Jesus 
makes in the Ser111on on the Mount: "You are the Bight of the world. . . . Let 
your light shine before others, so that they nnay see your good works and give 
glory to your Father in heaven." 

That command (or is it an obsewation?) has always caused me trouble, 
It has usually been quoted as an imperative to witness, an activity strongly 
encouraged, even organized, by the churches I have been past of. Unfofiunately, 
for me it Iias ~lsually meant specific methods, such as door-to-door selling, or 
giving testimo~lies at "outreach events," or colmfrom~ting people with tracts. 
Being neither outgoi~~g nor a natural salesperson, I find such definitions of 
witnessing scaly, evela though I ki~ow that many people's lives have been 
changed by such methods. Even as a child H felt uneasy singing that little 
chorus, "This little light of mine, I"m going to let it shine." I was never sure I 
had a light wosth shining or a salvatioa~ worth selling. 

Quite pmbably I also cringed at "You are the light of the world," because 
of the equation between light and truth, and ligi?L and God. ""God is light," we 
are told, "and in him is no darkness at all." That is not necessarily colnfolting. 
T personally prefer to hide in some shadows. Light is not an unambiguously 
good thing, not whell you have a migraine headache or a ha~~gover. Truth can 
be just as much of an assault on the vuhaerable. What 1 was taught in the 
church and at home was truth. It divided the world into good and bad, into 
black and white. Everything H was told about God was truth, fact, and it was 
all unambiguous, unnegotiable. If h learned those facts correctly and if 1 believed 
those facts I would be saved. Those facts also included some very specific 
instructiol~s about how to live, how to dress, what not to do. To fail to fo'ollow 
those ins"cuctions was to walk in darkness all the way to hell. To this trelth - to 
this unbending, glarillg light- I was to witness? 

No doubt my urrderstanding of truth and of witnessilmg to that truth was 
thoroughly skewed. A11 those preachers I remel~~ber could not possibly have 
meant what I often heard. Nevertheless, to find my way out ofthe difficulties 
with "you are the light of the world," I turned, not to the usual Christian 
authorities, but to poets and to the pril~ciples of physics. About poetry I 



understand somethitmg, about physics I understand very little. And I understand 
even less about that scary story of Moses9 personal meeting with Y a h e h ,  the 
Cod of light. Yet, feckless fool that I am, out ofthese three - poetry, physics, 
and story - I hope to translate glare into glory and to turn witnessing as 
salesmanship into witllessing as incarnation. 

The first thing that physics tells us about light is that it can be reflected. Rays 
of light strike a shiny surface and bounce off again at the same angle. The 
shinier and the more impenetrable the surface, the better the reflection. Tf God 
is light, and if we are to be the ""lgl~t of the then that would mean we 
act as reflectors, mirrors of the Father of Eights. 

The stony in Exodus seems to endorse the mirroring process. "Whelm 
Moses came down from Mount Sinai [where he had asked to see the glory of 
God], he was not aware that his face was radiant because he had spoken with 
the LORD. When Aarolr and all the Israelites saw Moses, his face was radiant, 
and they were afraid to come near him." Hence, the veil. In the nmost popular 
interpretation of this stoay, one that Paul picks up again in 2 Cor. 3 where he 
declares that under the new covenant we will all ""reflect the Lord's glory9' 
with ""ulaveiled faces," Moses's veil is designed to hide the reflected glory of 
God, which is too intense, too terrifying for the Israelites to face. 

The glory of God as unbearable glare. Human beings cannot tolerate 
too nnuch Bight, because they are tinged with darkness. All through the Old 
Testament, the Shekillah Glory of God appears only intemiwentlgi, veiled in 
cloud, shrouded in smoke, concealed beliind a h e r v  curtain- always dal~gerous. 
Wl~en Moses daringly demands to see the glory of God, God replies, ""No one 
may see me and live." Moses had to be hidden in a rock and shielded by 
Cod's lmand and allowed only a brief glance at the glory already gone by. To 
quote Emily Dickinson again, 

Tell alE the truth but tell it slant 
Success in circuit lies 
Too bright for our iizfirm deligilt 
The truth's superb surprise 

As lightning to the children eased 
With explanation kind 



Tlae truth must dazzle graduaiiy 
Or every man be blind 

And we are to be mirrors to reflect the dangerous light of truth? The 
mirror image makes me uneasy. You see, the virtue of a mirror lies in its 
impenetrability. Light remains external to the mirror; if it is a good mirror, it 
will transmit the light unchanged, perhaps even intelssified and iiarrowed. Any 
miscl-tievous child (of wl~atever age) knows wl-tat to do with a mirror and a 
light. Mirrors are hard, superficial, essentially interchangeable with any other 
mirror, 

Margaret Ahvood, in one of her more angry poems about the relationship 
between men and women, pictures the role of a young woman as that of a 
mirror to her egocentric male partner who wants only to have himself reflected 
back to him, larger than life. "Mirrors are the perfect lovers," the woman 
mutters bitterly, and then rebelliously cries out, 'There is Inore to a mirror / 
than you looking at / your full-length body / Ra\vless but reversed, 1 .  . . Think 
about the frame. / The frame is carved, it is impol-tant, / it exists, it does not 
reflect you, / . . . it has limits and reflections of its own. /'There's a nail in the 
back / to hang it with; there are several nails, / think about the nails, / pay 
attention to the nail / marks in the wood, /they are impodant too." 

Atwood here writes beyolad her original illtention to expose narcissistic 
exploitation in relatioaaships. Her insight that a mirror is more than reflection 
leads her to the meaa-ting of suffering and to the importance of God-given 
individuality The reference to the laail marks catches our breath, Did Christ 
reflect, mirror-like, the glory of God? Or did he, framed 111 hulnala flesh, have 
"liimits and reflections" of his omn? What about that frame, with its nail marks? 
When truth, told slant, enters the framework, is reflection alone adeqilate to 
explain what happens? 

Once again, 9 turn to physics for help. You see, unless light is slanted or bent in 
soarme way we cannot see it at all. And when light is bent, as it is by earth's 
atmosphere, broken into wavelengths or refracted, it reveals colour. Pure light 
holds all color within it and Is forever on the verge of breaking into color at the 
slightest change of angle and imperfectio~a of surface. And color has always 
had a tendelley tobvard beauty and design. Color intrinsically means something 
(even computer-generated attempts at randomness turn out to become infinitely 
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receding designs), a d  the play of color touches solnetl~ing deep witlain us - 
"heavenly hurt it gives us . . . where the meanings are." Prisms, rainbows, 
diamolads, dew-drops. We are altracted by possibility, by variety, by infinite 
color and design. Light is thus the opposite of black which absorbs all colors 
and makes tlleln disappear. Conibrmity is not godliness! Black holes in space 
are pure ~lotlainglless and absorb Into nothingness whatever nears them. 

To return then to the Light of the World - to the very origin of Light 
that in the beginning stood against chaos and formlessness and black holes - 
11ow was the Glory of God to be revealed to shadowy and shadowed human 
beings with weak eyes? Through i~lcar~~ation - the prism of human flesh. We 
cannot see pure light u11Pess it be broken. As W.B. Yeats once observed through 
the persona of a derelict old wornall named Crazy Jane, ""Nothing can be sole 
or whole . . . / That has not been rent." The One who is Light has been 
broken, refracted through the hunlanity and suffering of Jesus. Unbearable 
light has been turned into flesh with its shadows and edges and curves and 
opacity. Holiness enfleshed, made touchable. Glory refracted painfuIly into 
goodness. 

When iS/loses, desperate in his need for God's presence, dema~~ded to 
see the glory of God, God's reply was not only the warning, "'No one can see 
my face and live," but also, " h i l l  make my goodness pass before you." 
There is a possibiliv, 1 aln told by a sclaolar of the Old Testament, that the 
Hebrew word that has always been &anslated "radiance" could mean disfigured. 
Moses is indeed marked indelibly by his encounter wit11 glory even though, or 
perl~aps especially because, the glomy has been refracted into goodness. Divine 
goodness leaves nothing the same as it was. The veil hides the burnt face of 
Moses, which the people co~lld not look at. Likewise Jesus is scarred by his 
change from glory into goodness, beco~nillg the suffering servant the prophets 
described as one from whom we wouPd hide our faces. 

What does it mean for us to let our light shine? "Not carving a candle as 
I once thought, some light outside of myself, leaving me untouched and others 
blinded. The mirror image will not do - unless we take into full accou~~t  the 
brokenness of the one we are to reflect. The '"ruth must dazzie gradually" 
and the Iight be slanted through us, tlarouglm the cracks and disfiguren~e~~ts and 
broken edges, what glass workers or potters call crazing. Look not to be an 
untouched, unmoved mirror. Aspire rather to be what poet George Herbert 



called "a brittle, crazy glass" that will refract the Eight of the World into a 
patiern of beauty, a design of goodness, that only you can produce - so that 
"others may see your good deeds and give glory to your Father in laeaven." 

There is a third plrysical quality of light for which I have no object. Tlie 
plrysics of incar~~atioan has no easy syinbol. I feel as if I walk in w s t e r y  here, 
a mystery H have o111y glimpsed briefly, but neither understood nor lived. Light 
can be reflected; it can be refracted. It also radiates - but this cha~iges us from 
an object, a mirror or a prism, to a source. Did not Christ say, "You are the 
light of the world?" 

Radiate - that means to emit light from a center. We've come to use the 
picture of rays of light streaming out from a central source to describe people 
who radiate joy or life or love. Ifwe return to our story of Moses we read that 
"his face was radiant," somethi~rg he was not even aware of. "His face was 
radiant because he had spoken with the LOW." He calls the people to come 
to laim and not to be afraid. After he speaks with them, he puts the veil on his 
face. This process is apparently repeated: ""Whenever Moses entered the 
LORD'S presence to speak with him, he removed the veil u~ltil he came out. 
And when he came out and toId the Israelites what lie had been commanded, 
they saw that his face was radiant. Then Moses would put the veil back over 
his face until he went in to speak with the LORD." Why the veil? Some 
suggest that it was to conceal from the people the fading il~lrer light, which 
needed a re-encomter with tlae God of glory to be rekilidled. 

The central teaching of the gospels and the epistles is that Christ is in 
us. Already in Ezekiel comes the poignant promise, " h i l l  remove from you 
your heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh." Such an inner tra~rsformation 
is possible because Jesus first laid aside his glory and took on a heart of flesh 
within a body of flesh- lightltruth incarnated, translated into goodness made 
known in suffering, ultimately on the cross. Having come down illto humani% 
Jesus then begins the process of drawing hurnanily up into God: "hi tl ask 
the Father and he will give you allother Cou~~selor to be with you forever - the 
Spirit of truth. . . . you know him, for he lives with and will be in you . . . . In 
that day you will realize that 1 am in my Father, and you are in me and I am in 
g/ou." Thus Paul could describe his experience as "'I have been crucified with 
Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life I live in the body, I 
live by faith in the Son of God," 



We have too often, I think, understood that teaching to mean a negation 
of the self that we were truly meant to be. We have thought mirrors, mtl~inl<ing, 
bomncers-back of light that ill themselves are notl~ing and are practically 
indistinguishable from one another. Vc'e have forgotien about tlie frame with 
its own nail marks. ""The life I live in the body9' means ilacamation. Spirit lived 
through the flesh, the padicular bodies of each of us. Prisms refracti~lg Light 
and becoming sources of light, each one a unique, colorful, radiant "yes" flung 
against the blackness of nothingless and meaningless confo~mity. 

Let me turn again to the congregatio~~ of poets for help, this time Gerard 
Manley It-Iopkins, a man of God who initially thought that his entrance into 
holy orders meant giving up his gifk of poetiy and becoming a priest like other 
priests, That surely was the expected denial of self and proper service. Only 
after years of suffering through the suppression of what God had given him b~ 
the first place did he recover the freedom to write. Out of his struggle to 
ullderstalld the mealling of grace, out of his descents into depression and 
despair, comes his particular voice, not quite like any other poet's, yet akin to 
that of the Psalmists who gave us their ullvarnished experiences of the Holy 
One. Hopkins's unique contribution is his powerful belief that each person, 
each arrimal, each thing is highly il-idividualimed and different from all other 
things, so much so that each object is to Iiim almost a separate species and the 
world is full of selves, each with its own kallique God-given essence. ""The 
world is charged with the gra~ldeur of God," he declares in his most famous 
poem. In another poem, he turns selfillto a verb -selves, an action that each 
of us does by letting the intnost being ring out like a bell. In his journal he 
wrote, "all things therefore are charged with God, alld if we know how to 
touch them give off sparks and take fire, yield drops and flow, ring and tell of 
Hian." 

Here is that same insight, in poetry: 

As kingfisl-aers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame; 
As tumbled over rim in roundy weils 
Stones ring; like each hcked string tells, each hung bell's 
Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad its name; 
Each mol-tal thing does one thing and the same: 
Deals out that being indoors each one dwells; 



Selves -goes itse%c ~ y s e v i t  speaks and spells, 
Crying What Ido  is nze:for that Icauze. 

I say more: the just man justices; 
Keeps grace: that keeps all his goings graces; 
Acts in God's eye what in God's eye he is - 
Christ - for Christ plays in ten thorrsand places, 
Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his 
To the Father through the features of men's faces. 

- Gerard Manley Hopkikins (1 882) 

That final picture of God as the audience in a theatre in avl~ich Christ plays 
himself in other people's bodies deligltts me. Imagine: you and 1 are actors in a 
divine comedy, improvising with others, revealillg Christ within us to the 
applause of God and all the other hulnan actors who have already completed 
all their scenes. So~nehow that reduces the terror and dread seriousness of "kt 
your Iight so shine before others." May I paraphrase, "let your colors so play 
before all audiences that they too miill join in''? 

Reflection, refraction, radiance -the physics of incarnation really implies 
all three. Since 1 have been made into a new creation with Christ in the very 
center of me, what li need to do is to live out of that center, looking up always 
to the source of Light. Mirrors and prisms do only what they are. They selve 
- what they do is be. Let your light so shine - keep grace - keep aII, your 
goings graces - act in  God's eye what ira God's eye you are -the light of the 
world. 
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Book Reviews 

Michael W. Higiggins, The Mzlted Voice: Religion and the iMedirin. Ottawa: 
Novalis, 2000. 

hl June 1998, church leaders and media representatives got together in OHawa 
for the first -'Faith and the Media" conferellce in Canada. Initiator of the event 
was John Eongllurst, a Mennotlite journalist with a passion for h e l p i ~ ~ g  the 
church share its good news through secular media. Two recurri~~g themes 
shaped the Ottawa discussion: 1) The media don't understand religioll and are 
0171y after the sensational; 2) The churcll doesn't know how to "use"'mainstrearn 
media and expects special treatment. Heated debates moved both sides to 
reconsider their stereoqpes. 

In the fall of 1998, Michael Higgins, an English and religion professor, 
author, documentarist and columnist, continued the discussiol~ at M o u ~ ~ t  Saint 
Vincent University iin Halifax, where he lectured on the role of religion in 
mainstrearm media. The title oft l~ese lectures, ""Tie Muted Voice," indicates 
Higgins's collcern about the marginalization of religion, afdlough it is lziIariously 
ironic in relation to the lecturer himself. Higgins is no nauted voice, in either 
religion or the media. As he puts it, silence is "a topic on which I can speak 
with inexhaustible ignorance" (20). Highly conscious of his own voice and a 
gleeful name dropper, Higgills promises that this book will be "chatty, a~~ecdotal, 
autobiogaphical . . . replete with quirky insights and peppered with occasionally 
acidic asides" (7). The polelllical style makes for entertaining reading. 

This book is a tilt at the media based on Higgins's considerable experiet~ce 
in radio, television, and the press. A committed Ronnara Catholic, Higgins 
neverl-heless recognizes that people's aitititdes are shaped far more by secular 
media than by religious ones. So, while spiritualiv may be a hot topic in the 
media these days, he notes that it is portrayed as a ""chicken soup for the soul9' 
kind of self-fulfilment, the opposite of Christian spirituality. Higgins is also 
deeply concerned with what novelist Timothy Fim~dley calls "our civilizatio~l's 
fallkg away from ai$iculation," the result of both television's "airy kcoherence" 
and academia's "dense incoherence9' (25). 

Coverage of religion in the  media tends to focus on politics and society, 
not on spirit~aal life or faith. <'The only time they drag out religious studies 
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professors to make any kind of natiorral commentany is usually when there's a 
religious crisis, a scandal, or tlre pope is coming for a visit" (3 1). In television, 
religion is used as backdrop or "'sanitized product; it's religion as commoditgi" 
(47). This ~narginalizatio~i m a n s  that religion becomes "an mlreflected, 
unnnediated, often trivialized subject" (3 1). Wf~ile Higgins realizes that 
dellominational religion is not a good sell, he expects the media to treat religion 
like other cultural institutions -the media's task is that of "clarification, of 
insh.uctio11, of reasonable stin~ulation, and of information" (27). This requires 
religion reporters who are at least as informed and cornlnitted to their subject 
as reporters on politics or economics. At the same lime, the church must open 
itself to public scrutiny if it wants to be taken seriously. While the media can 
be cruel and unfair, the church cannot withdraw from the public arena, Higgins 
says. 

Granted, religious faith is an elusive subject on which to report. But 
Higgins is baffled that Canadian media are so timid in analyzing the persolla1 
faith of public figures: "sexual predilections are a matter of historical record, 
but the very foundation of one's values, teleology, self-definiton, is not?" 
(78). Too bad we don't have his commellts on the media frenzy around 
Stochvell Day's religion. Miggins also sees avital role for religious commentators 
speaking about their own faith in the public arena: They should "help explain 
the traditio~~ at the same time as entering publicly into a critical dialogue w it11 
it, a dialogue marked by love, llonesty, and fidelity" (79). 

Higgins's experience and passion for the subject make this a valuable 
little book; the chatty style opens the debate to any reader. One could wish for 
more subtlety at times; for example, Niggins l~olds up British, and even 
American, media as superior to Canadia~~ (34-351, but instead of developing 
the point he simply repeats it (68-75). WWIaile this book is not meant to be a 
systematic or scholarly approach, it does include a good bibliograpl~y for further 
study. 

WRGARET LOEWEW REIMER 
Associate editor, Canadian Mennonite, Waterloo, ON 
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John W. Miller. Calling God "Father ": Essays on the Bible, Fathehood 
and Ed. New Uork: Paulist Press, 1999. 

In Calling God "Father": Essays on the Bible, Fatherkzood, md Czallure, 
JoP~sz W. Miller has updated and added to the collection of essays first published 
under the title Biblical Faith and Fathering: Why we call God "Father " 
(Paulist Press, 1989). The new editiotm contains some minor revisions, a new 
essay and some bibliographic updating. It is organmized into four sectio~~s: 
Theoretical Considerations, God as Father in Biblical Traditio~~, Hurnan 
Fathering in Biblical Tradition, and Contemporaw Issues. There is aiso a 
co~lcluding chapter and appendices. 

Miller's goal in republishi~lg this collection is, he writes, the same as it 
was ten years ago. The author wants to draw attelltion to "o~missions and 
disto~$ions" in the ongoing discussion of biblical patriarchy and the language 
used in reference to God. Miller is concerned about what he sees as the 
'kefutatio~~ of 'the ""Father" in God9 in contemporary feminist theologies" and 
its implications for the maintenance sffather-involved fanfamilies (xvii). Chapter 
ten, a new essay, is pa&icularly directed toward this end. 

What propels Miller's work is his belief that there is a fundamental 
harmo~ay bemeen the Bible and gsychoanaIytic theory when it comes to the 
in~po&ance offatl~ering and the impact of fathers on healthy child development. 
Miller sees a link between Israelite faith in a father-god (in contrast to the 
mother-gods or son-gods of other eastern traditions) and the development of a 
strong pattern of father-involved families. Christianiq, arising out of a Je\visl~ 
context, also emphasized the impsdance of good fathering, and Miller goes 
on to suggest that there has bee11 great benefit to ail cultures which have 
embraced the idea of God as a gracious father. Since God as "Faa.ter9' provides 
the ideal model for human fathering, feminists who seek to downplay the 
impsdance of this name and the role it represents risk doing b"ui"cer harm to 
modern families and padicularly to children. 

Miller begins his defense of ""tlae 'Father' in God" with an examination 
of how the two-parent family came about in histony and the changes this 
development brought to htainan culture. FatI~er-irmvolve~nent, he suggests, could 
only arise as humans began to understand the role that males play in 11ulnan 
reproduction. This led to the creation of specific male-female pair bonds and 



ultimately to the father-involved family. Hrl his view, fathering is "the defitaitive 
cultural artifact that lies at the foundation of all other cultural achievements" 
and is the primary factor i1.r distingtlishing humans from other life-fonns (1 7). 
Yet, because hulnan fatl~ering is a cultural construct, it is inherently more 
fragile than the biological bond that shapes the relationship of mother and 
child, and is thus more at risk. 

Miller argues that the very name Yahweh implies fatherhood and that 
throughout the Old Testament God's actions demonstrate the nature of God's 
%&herhood. Patriarchy, he suggests, is best understood as good fatl~ering and 
not simply masculine power or supremacy. This is fulldamelltally i ~ m p o ~ a n t  
for both males and females, who need a healtl~y father in order to develop 
secure gender identities. 

kliller is aware of earlier criticism directed toward these essays and 
tries to refute the critique that his foctas is too directed toward fathers and 
sons. He agempts to argue that it is also girls and women who need both a 
strong father figure in God and good humall fathering in order to develop 
healthy identities. That may be so, yet Inany readers will object to Miller's 
strong rel ia~~ce 011 Freudian psychoanalytic theory to develop this point. This 
is a major weakness of the book and betrays a rather narrow and dated 
ullderstandi~ag of hutman develop~nental theo~y. In addition, Miller's reluctance 
to fully grapple with the implications of the New Testament's reorientation 
h n n  biological family to spiritual family is problelmatic. It is not enough to say 
that Jesus and Paul were both single and therefore nat~~rally drawn to the 
communi@ formed by the early church. Surely this NT orientatioll and its 
concern for widows and orphans have mucls to offer a society beset by rising 
divorce rates and single-parent households. 

Because these essays grow out of lecture inaterial and previously 
published articles, they are somewhat repetitious. Neveptheless, Miller writes 
in a clear, organized, and generally accessible fashion. Readers seeking to 
understand the biblical argurne~lls in support of God as "Father" should find 
this a helpful resource. 

VALEME 6. REMPEL 
Mennonite Bretl~ren Biblical Seminary, Fresno, CA 
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Loren L. Johns, ed, iapocalpticism andMillenr?ialism: Shaping a Belielyers 
Church &chatologyfor the Trvenl'y-Firsf Century. Kitchener, ON: Pandora 
Press, 2000. 

Although this book was completed in 1999, its publication did not quite get 
under the wire of the proleptically fateft11 breaking of the yeas 2000, but I 
suspect that none of the autltors represented i ~ a  it had concerlls about that. 
The book's iinportance is not the date but its subject: this third volume in the 
series 'Studies in the Believers Church Tradition' is an exceptionally good 
collection of essays on an aspect of Christiall belief, careful scholarly study of 
which, in this form, has long gone begging. 

The essays are grouped under three categories: biblical, historical and 
theological, and contemporasy issues and pastoral perspectives. Topics ir~clude 
Jewish apocalyptic literature by Jannes C. Vanderkam, the eschatology of Jesus 
by William Klassen, the book of Revelation by John R. Yeats, and millennia1 
and apocalyptic expectations in early and medieval church by Everett Eerguson 
and ill Anabaptism by Lois Y. Barre@. Paul Boyer writes 011 prophetic belief in 
America past and present, William Trollinger on premille~u~ial dispensationalisnn, 
and Torn Finger on a believers church eschatology. Hal Lindsey and Tim 
LaHaye, modern A~nerican prophecy adepts, get special snttention. There are 
a total of twentgi-seven essays plus a fine introduction. 

A few ofthe offerinags strike this reviewer as especially important. The 
first is the Hntrodtaction by the editor Loren Johns, En which he provides careful 
definitions of the terms apocalypticism, mille~mialism, and eschatology, pius a 
survey of past Believers Church Conferences and an indicatioll of where 
records of them can be found. Willia~n Klassen offers an extre~nely co~npacl 
treatment ofthe basic eschatological question, the rule or kingdom of God in 
the teaching and life of Jesus. Another significant contribution is Paul Boyer9s 
essay ""66 and All That," in which he captures the essence cfhis 1992 book 
When Ei12e Shall Be No More. Mennollite intersectio~a wit11 prennille~:nial 
dispensatio~~alism is chronicled in  papers about the Amishrnan called ""Der 
Weiss Jonas Stutzmann," the prime Mennonite nlillenl~ial exhibit Claas Epp, 
and others. One of the best essays is Tom Finger's ""Outlines of a Coliteinporary 
Believers ChurcI-r Eschatology," in which, among other things, he veiltuses 
into an area that has received little attelltion so far- eschatology and science. 



Apiece by Robert J. Clouse details the fortunes a d  work ofAmerica"s number 
one apocalyptic forecaster, Hal Lindsey. 

This attractive book is a first-rate expositioll of what is being thought 
about the complex and vexing subject of the E~zdtimes by scholars in what is 
called the believers clmurch tradition. Much of what is offered here is held in 
colnmoll with thilzkers from other Christian traditions, e.g., historical surveys 
and much of the biblical work. Still, the essays on Jesus by Klasse~m and on 
believers church eschatoloa by Finger point to the convictioll about the present 
rule of Cod and the laope for its future fulfillment as occupying a special place 
in believers church theology. The collection is scholarly in the best meaning of 
that term and establishes a high water mark of the maturity of the Believers 
Church Conference. 

The lively book will be of special interest to pastors and church leaders 
in and beyond the confines of believers church congregations. It is 
recommended for spiritttally and il~tellectually alert. Christians evewhere .  It 
is also an important resource for teachers and scholars. 


